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Abstract
The unique correlations in quantum systems, i.e. superposition and entanglement,
enable quantum technologies to outperform classical technologies. Quantum networks
is a quantum technology in fast development with many promising applications. An
essential building block in a quantum network is the interface between matter nodes
and quantum channels. A color center in diamond coupled to a micro-cavity is a
promising route to achieve an efficient interface.

In this thesis we investigate the coupling of a single germanium vacancy (GeV) center
to a Fabry-Pérot optical micro-cavity at room temperature. The Fabry-Pérot opti-
cal micro-cavity was formed by a macroscopic flat mirror and a fiber-based concave
microscopic mirror. The concave mirror was created on the end-facet of a fiber with
short high power laser pulses from a CO2-laser. High qulity dielectric coating allowed
us to achieve a finesse of 11,000 with a ∼1 µm thin diamond membrane incorporated
in the cavity. We achieved a cavity length of only a few µm and a small mode volume
V = 2.7µm, which was essential for good coupling between the GeV center and the
optical cavity mode.

By studying the same GeV center in a confocal microscope setup, i.e. outside of the
micro-cavity, and in the micro-cavity setup, we were able to measure an improved
optical coherence of the GeV emission in the cavity. We determined an enhancement
of the spectral density by a factor of ∼15. Furthermore, we determined the emission
efficiency into the cavity mode β and compared it with the theoretical modelling.
From the theoretical modelling, we predict the expected Purcell factor Fp = 200 for
the zero phonon line in future experiments at cryogenic temperatures.

Going to cryogenic temperatures is necessary to achieve efficient spin-photon inter-
faces. This work provides valuable information for realizing efficient spin-photon
interfaces, which is critical for the practical implementation of a quantum network.
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Dansk Resumé
Kvantesystemers unikke korrelationer, dvs. superposition og entanglement, gør kvan-
teteknologier i stand til at udkonkurrere visse af de klassiske teknologier. Kvan-
tenetværk er en kvanteteknologi under hurtig udvikling og har mange lovende anven-
delsesmuligheder. En essentiel bestanddel af et kvantenetværk er et interface mellem
faststof kvantebits og fotoniske kvantekanaler. En lovende metode til at opnå et så-
dan effektiv interface er ved at anvende et farvecenter i en diamant, som er koblet til
en mikrokavitet.

I denne Ph.d.-afhandling undersøger vi koblingen mellem et enkelt germanium va-
cancy (GeV) center og en optisk Fabry-Pérot mikrokavitet ved stuetemperatur. Den
optiske Fabry-Pérot mikrokavitet bestod af et makroskopisk fladt spejl og et fiber-
baseret mikroskopisk konkavt spejl. Det konkave spejl blev formet ved at skyde korte
laserpulser med høj effekt fra en CO2 laser ind på enden af en fiber. Dielektriske
coating af høj kvalitet muliggjorde, at vi kunne opnå en finesse på 11.000 med en ∼1
µm tynd diamantmembran i kaviteten. Vi var i stand til at opnå en kavitetslængde
på nogle få µm samt et lille mode volumen på V = 2.7µm, hvilket markant var es-
sentielt for at opnå god kobling mellem GeV centeret og den optiske kavitetsmode.

Ved at studere det samme GeV center i en konfokal mikroskop dvs. udenfor kaviteten,
samt i en mikrokavitets var vi i stand til at måle en forbedret optisk kohærents af
emissionen fra GeV centeret i kaviteten. Vi kunne måle en forbedring af den spektrale
tæthed med en faktor på ∼15. Vi kunne yderligere bestemme effektiviteten af emis-
sionen til kavitetsmoden β og sammenligne denne med teoretiske beregninger. Ud fra
de teoretiske beregninger er vi i stand til at forudsige Purcell faktoren Fp = 200 for
zero phonon linen ved fremtidige eksperimenter ved kryogene temperaturer.

I fremtiden er det nødvendigt at udføre lignende eksperimenter ved kryogene temper-
aturer for at opnå et effektiv spin-foton interface. Arbejdet i denne Ph.d.-afhandling
bidrager med værdifuld information til at realisere effektive spin-foton interfaces,
hvilket er essentielt for at implementere kvantenetværk i praksis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Quantum technology has the potential to revolutionize and transform our lives and
societies by utilizing quantum properties to outperform classical technologies. To
further the development of quantum technology, the European Union launched the
Quantum Flagship project as the third large-scale research initiative (1 billion euros,
10+ years, 5000+ researchers) following the Graphene Flagship and the Human Brain
Project [1].

Superposition and entanglement are two quantum properties which the quantum tech-
nology utilizes to solve problems unattainable by classical technology. One quantum
information technology is the quantum network [2–4]. Quantum networks facilitate
the transmission of quantum information and have many promising applications, such
as:

• Distributed quantum computing [5].
• Long distance secure communication [6].
• Synchronizing atomic clocks [7].

In classical networks, such as the internet, the bit (0 and 1) is the unit of information.
In a quantum network the unit of information is the quantum bit (qubit - a superpo-
sition of 0 and 1). The transmission of qubits enables entanglement distribution and
teleportation of quantum states between nodes, which is critical for the applications
mentioned above.

The most common proposals for a quantum network consist of matter nodes con-
nected by photonic quantum channels. The matter nodes consist of one or a register
of qubits which can store and process quantum information. The quantum channels
consist of light particles (photons), which can distribute quantum information over
large distances fast. The delicate nature of a quantum network enforces strict re-
quirements on the properties of the matter node material, the quantum channel and
the interface between them.

Solid state matter nodes are attractive since they are highly scalable and allow for
integration into nanofabricated devices [8]. Spins in diamond color centers have been
proposed as candidates for solid state matter nodes. A color center is an optical active
defect in the diamond crystal lattice. The nitrogen vacancy (NV) center is the most
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well studied color center, but other color centers, such as the silicon vacancy (SiV)
center and the germanium vacancy (GeV) center are also being studied.

Scalability, initialization of pure states, coherent state manipulation, long coherence
time and high fidelity readout are all essential properties of a qubit for quantum
information processing at the nodes [9]. The spins in color centers fulfill all these re-
quirements. The spins can be initialized in the spin ground state by optical pumping.
Further, optical readout of the spin state is possible due to spin dependent fluores-
cence. Coherent manipulation of the spin states can be done with mircowaves [10].
The NV electron and nuclear spins have a very long coherence time, which is the
time scale that the spins preserve their quantum information [11]. Importantly, the
coherence times are orders of magnitudes longer than the coherent state manipulation
times.

Interfacing the nodes with the quantum channels is critical to distribute qubits in
the quantum network. For the NV center, spin-photon entanglement has already
been demonstrated at cryogenic temperatures [12, 13]. Impressively, the NV center
has been used to demonstrate the first loop-hole free Bell tests [14]. However, these
measurements were taken over several weeks due to poor optical properties of the NV
center. The optical properties of the NV center limit the entanglement distribution
rate, which is an essensiental protocol in a quantum network. The entanglement
distribution rate is currently limited to tens of hertz [15] due to low flux of identical
photons from the NV centers zero phonon line (ZPL). Four factors can explain the
low photon flux: relatively long excited state lifetime (12 ns), low branching ratio into
the ZPL (3%), spectral diffusion (due to a permanent electrical dipole) and emission
into undesirable spatial optical modes.

The optical properties of the SiV center and GeV center have sparked a lot of interest
due to their strong ZPL transition compared to the NV center. The electron spin
system in the SiV center has recently also shown a 13 ms long coherence time at mK
temperature [16], which means that the SiV center is also a candidate for nodes in a
network. Currently, the coherence time of the electron spin associated with the GeV
center is measured to be ∼20 ns at 2 K limited by lattice vibrations [17].

The optical properties of the color centers can be enhanced by changing the photonic
environment. This can be achieved by placing the color centers in a small mode
volume optical cavity with a high quality factor [18]. The ZPL emission rate can
be enhanced via the Purcell effect [19], which means that the overall flux of photons
from the emitter increases and a larger fraction of the emitted light is in the ZPL.
The light emitted into the cavity mode can be guided in a confined spatial mode and
conveniently directed into a detector.

Coupling a single NV center to a micro-cavity was first accomplished using a di-
amond ring resonator, where a Purcell enhancement factor of 10 of the ZPL was
measured [20]. A lot of work has also been put into building integrated photonic
crystal nanocavities [21–23]. A Purcell enhancement factor of ∼70 has been mea-
sured for an NV center, however, spectral diffusion of the NV center increases to
several GHz in such a nanofabricated device, which limits the applications of the
device. In the future, spectral diffusion might be reduced in fabricated devices by
feedback techniques [24] and fabrication techniques [25].
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Tunable open Fabry-Pérot optical micro-cavities can be used to enhance the optical
properties of color centers. The name micro-cavity refers to the microscale mode
volume of the electrical field inside the cavity. Compared to the photonic crystal
cavity, this approach allows us to use minimally processed diamonds reducing spectral
diffusion and linewidth broadening. Further, the open cavity design allows for in situ
spectral and spatial tuning leading to good coupling between the cavity mode and the
color center. A higher quality factor can be achieved using state of the art dielectric
coating, at the cost of higher mode volume than the integrated nanocavites. The
cavity modes are Gaussian, which allows for higher mode matching to a propagating
mode, e.g. in a fiber, leading to high photon flux going into the detector. A lot of
work has already been done in the coupling of Fabry-Pérot micro-cavities to color
centers in diamond, which is described in the following section.

1.2 State-of-the-art
During the past years, different approaches have been used to couple color center
to Fabry-Pérot based micro-cavities. These cavities consist of at least one concave
mirror to ensure a stable cavity mode. The mirrors are typically coated onto a fiber
tip or a bulk substrate. An important parameter for open tunable cavities is the
finesse F , which describes the average number of round trips a photon makes inside
the cavity before it is lost. The mode volume V determines the interaction strength
of the cavity mode and the color center and it is important to have a small mode
volume to achieve a high coupling rate to the cavity mode.

The first open and tunable micro-cavities used one or two coated fiber mirrors [26,
27] to make a stable cavity with F ∼1000 and mode volumes of 600 µm3. Focused ion
beam (FIB) milling was later used to machine concave mirrrors into bulk substrates
achieving mode volumes of only 2.2 µm3 [28] and a Finesse around 500. Later,
concave dimples were CO2 laser machined on the fiber end-facet mirror achieving
F ∼40000 and mode volumens of 3 µm3 [29, 30].

The NV center was the first color center to be coupled to a fiber based micro-
cavity. Nanodiamonds containing single NV centers were studied in fiber cavities
with F ∼ 1000 and a mode volume of 6 µm3 [31]. Due to the broadband emis-
sion from the NV center no Purcell enhancement factor was observed. However, an
increase in spectral density due to phonon assisted emission (also known as cavity
funnelling) was shown, which can be important for room temperature single photon
sources. Enhancement of the spectral density of ∼300 with an ensemble of NV centers
was also shown in a fiber cavity with a mode volume of 16 µm3 [32].

At cryogenic temperature, a single NV center in a nanodiamond coupled to a mi-
crocavity showed a Purcell enhancement factor of the ZPL ∼6 [33]. In a room tem-
perature experiment for a microcavity with metallic mirrors a broadband Purcell
enhancement factor of 2 for a single NV center in a nanodiamond was shown [34].
Also, SiV center has been coupled to mircocavities with a mode volume of 1.4 µm3

and a finesse ∼ 4000 at room temperature yielding a Purcell enhancement factor of
∼10 [35].
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All of the experiments listed above use nanodiamonds, which are good for achiev-
ing very small mode volumes and excellent for applications like a single photon gun
at room temperature. However, color centers in nano-sized diamonds undergo large
spectral diffusion due to charge traps at the surface [36]. Using bulk-like color centers
is therefore necessary for efficient spin-photon interfaces. Hence, a lot of effort is put
into making high quality diamond membranes that can be incorporated into micro-
cavities. The surface of such membranes need to be ultra smooth since scattering
losses are devastating for high finesse cavities.

Such a high quality diamond membrane was demonstrated in a fiber-based microcav-
ity with a finesse of 17000 [37]. Impressivly, a Purcell enhancement of ∼ 40 for the
ZPL was measured for a single NV center in a diamond membrane at low temperature
[38]. An ensemble of SiV centers has been studied in thin diamond membranes (∼200
nm) [39].

Other interesting steps towards using an open micro-cavity as interface between the
spin in color centers are the inclusion of microwave antennas for coherent spin ma-
nipulation [40] and active cavity length stabilization [41–43].

1.3 Thesis outline
The purpose of this thesis is to characterize the interaction of a single GeV center in a
diamond membrane with an optical micro-cavity at room temperature. As evidence
of the cavity coupling we aim to observe an enhancement of the spectral density of
the GeV emission. Furthermore, we aim to quantify the cavity coupling by measuring
the β-factor, which is the efficiency of the GeV emission into the cavity mode. The
β-factor is measured by studying the emission of a single GeV center in two different
optical environments. First, a GeV center is characterized in free space, i.e. out of the
micro-cavity, using a confocal microscope. Second, by building a fiber based micro-
cavity we study the emission of the GeV center in the micro-cavity. The emission
coherence and emission rate from the GeV center are compared for the GeV center in
and out of the micro-cavity.
This study enables us to predict the expected Purcell enhancement for a future ex-
periment at cryogenic temperature.

The work presented in this thesis was a collaboration between the group of Lillian
Childress at McGill University in Canada and the group of Ulrik L. Andersen at
the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The author of this PhD thesis visited
McGill University during this project.

The thesis is divided into the following chapters:

Chapter 2 provides the theoretical framework for the experiments in this thesis.
First, the color centers in diamond are described. Second, the techniques to
describe the optical cavity and the modes in the cavity are presented. Third,
the interaction of the quantum emitter and an optical cavity is described in the
framework of cavity electrodynamics. Lastly, the dipole emission from a GeV
center on a dielectric mirror is studied

Chapter 3 gives detailed explanation of the experimental setups of the confocal
microscope and of the micro-cavity setup. The fabrication techniques of the
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cavity mirrors and diamond membrane are also presented.

Chapter 4 presents the experimental results of this work. We study a single GeV
center in a diamond membrane both in free space and in a micro-cavity. We
compare the emission rates for the two scenarios, and compare the results with
theory.

Chapter 5 concludes on the work presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Theory

In this chapter the background theory and concepts to explain our experiments are
introduced. First, color centers in diamond are described, which is followed by an
explanation of optical cavities. Lastly, the interaction between the cavity and color
centers are described.

2.1 Color centers in diamond
Some of the lattice defects in a diamond crystal lattice are optically active. Since
the optical transition is spin dependent, the color centers can act as a spin photon
interface. In the following, we will describe two important color centers in diamond.
First, the nitrogen vacancy (NV) center is described since it is very well known and
already has been coupled to optical micro-cavities. Therefore, the NV center is a
useful reference for other color centers. Next, the germanium vacancy (GeV) center
is described, which is the color center we have used in our experiments.

2.1.1 The NV center

The most famous color center in diamond is the NV center. Long spin coherence
times at room temperature and optically initialization to the ground spin state in
solid state platforms are the main properties that make the NV center very attractive
for quantum information technology [44] and as a magnetic sensor [45–47].

Atomic structure of the NV center

The diamond lattice is formed by carbon atoms. Carbon atoms in diamond have sp3-
hybridized bonds with four neighbouring carbon atoms, which give the tetrahedral
molecular geometry. The NV center is a lattice defect and it is formed by removing
two adjacent carbon atoms and inserting a substitutional nitrogen atom, see figure
2.1. The NV center has C3V symmetry and the NV center’s symmetry axis lies along
the [111] axis, which means that there are four possible crystal orientations of the
NV center in diamond.

There are two common charge states of the NV center; the neutral NV0 state and
the negative NV−1 state. In this work only the NV−1 is discussed.
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Electronic structure of the NV center

Diamond is an insulator with a large electronic band gap (∼ 5.5 eV). The NV center
defect has discrete energy levels within this band gab, see figure 2.1b. The orbital
ground state 3A2 and the orbital excited state 3E are split by 1.95 eV which cor-
responds to a zero phonon line (ZPL) of 637 nm. The superscript 3 and 1 refer to
triplet and singlet spin states, while the A1, A2 and E refer to an orbital symmetry
[48]. Each orbital state is further split into a fine structure. The ground state has a
zero field splitting of 2.87 GHz due to spin-spin interaction and the excited splitting
is 1.42 GHz [48–51]. The nuclear spin of the nitrogen atom splits the fine structure
into a hyperfine structure. This nuclear spin can be used as a quantum memory with
a one second long coherence time [11]. The singlet states are separated by 1042 nm
transitions [52].

3E

3A2

637 nm

2.87 GHz

1.42 GHz

CV

N 1.95 eV

|±1〉
|0〉

|±1〉
|0〉

1A1

1E

1042 nm
1.19 eV

a) b)

Figure 2.1: a) Atomic structure of the NV center in a diamond lattice. Yellow is a
nitrogen atom, purple is a vacancy and black is carbon atoms. b) Electronic structure
of the NV-center at room temperature. The ground state 3A2 and excited state 3E
are spin triplets. The NV center has 637 nm ZPL optical transition between the
excited state and the ground state. The excited state and the ground state are spin
triplets, which are further split into a fine structure. 1A1 and 1E are spin singlet
states.

Electronic spin of the NV center

The electronic spin of NV centers can be optically initialized and resonance microwave
magnetic fields can be used to coherently manipulate the electron spin state of the
NV center [53]. Importantly, due to weak spin-orbit coupling the spin coherence time
in the ground state is very long, even at room temperature, and limited by spin-spin
interactions [54]. Furthermore, the spin state can be optically read-out due to the
spin dependent fluorescence.

Optical properties of the NV center

The emission spectrum from the NV center is very broad ∼ 100 nm. Only 3 % of
the emission goes into the ZPL at 637 nm, i.e the Debye-Waller factor is α ∼ 3%
[55]. This means that most of the emission occurs in the phonon side band (PSB).
For quantum information purposes, only light emitted into the ZPL is useful, since
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the phonon creation leads to decoherence.

The NV center has an excited state lifetime of 12 ns, which is relatively long compared
to the silicon vacancy (SiV) centers and the GeV centers, which limits the photon
flux from the NV center [56]. The quantum efficiency is high for the NV center. Re-
cently, the quantum efficiency was measured for shallow implanted NV centers and
was estimated to be > 86% for NV centers in a bulk diamond [57].

The dipole orientation lies in the plane perpendicular to the NV axis [58, 59], which
is different compared to the SiV center [60].

2.1.2 The GeV center

The GeV center was first reported in 2015 [61–63]. The GeV center has a very narrow
optical transition, like the SiV center, which makes it very interesting for quantum
information technology.
The GeV center has been synthesized in diamond by three different techniques; ion-
implantation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and by a high temperature high
pressure (HTHP) growth technique. It has been confirmed that the GeV center is
negatively charged similar to the NV center [17].

Atomic structure of the GeV center

The calculated atomic structure of a GeV center has a 3D3 symmetry and is shown
in figure 2.2. The Ge atom sits in an interstitial site between two adjacent vacancies
in the <111> direction [61–63]. Noticeably, the GeV center has inversion symme-
try. The GeV center, therefore, has a vanishing permanent electrical dipole moment,
which makes the optical transition insensitive to electric field fluctuations in the en-
vironment (the AC Stark effect). The optical coherences of the dipole transitions
are protected from these external electrical fields, which gives the GeV centers low
spectral diffusion and narrow linewidths [64].

Electronic structure of the GeV center

The ground state 2Eg and excited state 2Eu of the GeV center are separated by
2.06 eV and both states are two-fold degenerate in both the orbital and the spin
degrees of freedom, which is partially lifted due to the spin-orbit interaction [63].
The superscript index 2 in the state names refers to the spin degeneracy and Eu,g
refer to the symmetry of the state. The spin degeneracy can be split by applying a
magnetic field [17].

Optical properties of the GeV center

The ZPL of the GeV center is ∼ 602.5 nm and the excited state lifetime is ∼ 6 ns. By
using Huang-Rhys model the PSB is estimated to around 40 % of the total emission
[65], i.e the GeV center has a Debye-Waller factor α=0.60, which is in contrast to the
NV center’s α = 0.03.
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Figure 2.2: a) Atomic structure of the GeV center in a diamond lattice. Purple is a
lattice vacancy, black is carbon atoms and orange is a germanium atom. b) Electronic
structure of the GeV center. The excited state 2Eu and the ground state 2Eg are split
by 2.06 eV, which corresponds to a ZPL of 602 nm. Both the excited state and
the ground state are two-fold degenerate in spin and orbit degree of freedom. The
degeneracy is lifted by the spin-orbit interaction.

The linewidth of the ZPL is ∼ 5 nm at room temperature. At cryogenic temperatures
the ZPL reveals four spectral lines corresponding to the four transitions in the fine
structure [63]. At cryogenic temperature the linewidth is close to lifetime limited.
Also, at cryogenic temperature, mode splitting (Autler–Townes effect) has been ob-
served at a high optical intensity indicating a stable and narrow optical transition [17].

Electron spin of the GeV center

Polarization and control of the electronic spin system in a single GeV center have
been demonstrated at 2 K [17]. A spin coherence time of ∼20 ns and a relaxation
time of 25 µs were also reported [17].

2.2 Optical Fabry-Pérot cavities
Optical cavities can be used to enhance the emission properties of color centers in
diamond. Importantly, for strong interaction between the cavity mode and the color
center in diamond is a small mode volume V and high finesse F . These parameters
will be described in the following section.

In an optical cavity, light can constructively interfere and build up in a confined space.
This is critical for achieving high coupling to a color center. In this section, we discuss
optical Fabry-Pérot cavities and introduce important parameters describing such a
cavity.

Specifically, we want to understand and derive expressions for the losses of the cavity
and the mode volume. We will start with the simple model of an empty cavity. Then,
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we will investigate the use of dielectric mirrors and, finally, we will look into how the
cavity mode changes with a diamond membrane inside the cavity.

In our model we use a monocromatic electric field, which is given by [66]:

E(r, t) = <[E(r) exp(iωt)], (2.1)

where < is the real part and E(r) is the complex amplitude, which for plane waves is
given by:

E(r) = E0 exp(−ik · r), (2.2)

where k is the wave vector. The simplest model of the cavity is a 1 dimensional model
and therefore, we can use scalar fields. First, we consider a Fabry-Pérot cavity with
two plane mirrors separated by a distance, L, with transmission coefficients t1, t2 and
reflection coefficients r1, r2. If an incoming field Einc is incident at the first mirror,
then the intra-cavity field Ecav is given by [66]:

Ecav = t1

∞∑
j=1

(r1r2 exp(−iφ))j Einc = t1Einc
1− (r1r2 exp(−iφ)) , (2.3)

where φ is the phase accumulation for one round trip in the cavity, which for a bare
cavity is given by φ = 2Lk = 4πL/λ. Here, we assume that the mirrors add a phase
shift of π each, i.e. r1r2 = |r1r2| =

√
R1R2, where R1,2 is the power transmission of

the mirrors. The field intensity inside the cavity is then:

I = |Ecav|2 = Iinct
2
1

(1− r1r2)2 + 4r1r2 sin2(φ/2)
= Imax

1
1 + (2F/π)2 sin2(φ/2)

, (2.4)

where the intensity of the incoming light is Iinc = |Einc|2, the maximum intensity is
Imax = Iinct21

(1−r1r2)2 and the finesse F = π
√
r1r2

(1−r1r2) . We see that I = Imax when sin2(φ/2) =
0 ⇔ φ = 2πm, where m is an integer. m is called the longitudinal mode number.
This gives the resonant condition in length:

Lm = m · λ2 = m · Lfsr (2.5)

or in frequency:

νm = m · c2L = m · νfsr, (2.6)

where the free spectral range, which defines the spacing between resonances in length
and frequency, is defined by Lfsr = λ

2 and νfsr = c
2L . The finesse is the average number

of round trips in the cavity. The finesse is given by the ratio between the free spectral
range and the full width half maximum (FWHM) linewidth ∆ν of the resonances:

F = νfsr
∆ν (2.7)

For high finesse cavities |r1r2| ≈ 1 ⇒ 1 − r1r2 � 1 the finesse can be approximated
by:

F ≈ π
(1−r1r2) (2.8)
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Using power conservation r1r2 =
√
R1R2 =

√
(1− T1 − L1)(1− T2 − L2), where

Ti,Li are the mirror power transmissions and mirror losses, respectively. We find
that:

F ≈ 2π
T1 + L1 + T2 + L2

= 2π
Ltot

, (2.9)

where Ltot is the total losses of the cavity. This is the typical measure we will
use to characterize the quality of length tunable cavities, since this measurement is
independent of the cavity length. Closely related to the finesse is the quality factor
Q:

Q = ν0
∆ν = 2L

λ
F, (2.10)

where ν0 is the frequency of the light in the cavity. Another way to understand Q is
as the ratio of the energy stored in the cavity to the cavity decay rate κ.

Q = ω

κ
= ωτ = 2πν0τ, (2.11)

where ω is the light’s angular frequency and τ = 1
2π∆ν = 1

κ is the photon lifetime in
the cavity.

Another important parameter of the cavity is the mode volume V . To determine V
we need to consider the transverse spatial mode distribution, which is the subject of
the next section.

2.2.1 Gaussian modes

By studying the Gaussian cavity modes, we find a correction to the cavity resonance
condition compared to the plane wave model above. The mode volume V can be cal-
culated for Gaussian modes. Further, we get an expression for the radius of curvature
(ROC) of the concave spherical mirror as a function of the transverse mode splitting.

In our experiment, we use a cavity with one planar mirror and one concave spherical
mirror to achieve a stable cavity. A Gaussian beam retraces itself if its wavefronts
match the radius of curvature (ROC) of a spherical mirror. Therefore, Gaussian
beams are stable modes in spherical cavities.

A Gaussian beam propagating in the z direction is given by [66]:

E(r) = E1
q(z) exp

(
−ikx

2 + y2

2q(z)

)
, (2.12)

where q(z) = z + iz0 is the complex q-parameter of the Gaussian beam and z0 is the
Rayleigh length. q fully describes the Gaussian beam’s properties: the width W and
the wavefronts radius of curvature R. The relation is:

1
q(z) = 1

R(z) − i
λ

πW 2(z) (2.13)

Hermite-Gaussian beams are the full set of solutions to the paraxial Helmholtz equa-
tion and they all share the same wavefronts as the Gaussian beam and therefore, they
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are also modes for the spherical mirror cavity. Since the phase of Hermite-Gaussian
beams of the order (k, n) are different from the phase of the plane waves we get new
cavity resonance conditions [67]:

vknm = mνfsr + (k + n+ 1)νtrans, νtrans =
arccos(√g1g2)

π
νfsr, (2.14)

where gi is a geometrical parameter of the cavity given by:

gi = 1− L

Ri
, i = 1, 2, (2.15)

where Ri is the radius of curvature of mirror i. In our cavity we use one planar
mirror and one concave mirror. For a planar mirror g1 = 1 and for a concave mirror
g2 = 1 + L

ROC with R2 = −ROC , such that the transverse mode splitting is given by:

νtrans =
arccos(

√
1 + L

ROC)
π

νfsr ⇒ ROC = L

(
1− cos2

(
νtrans
νfsr

π

))−1
(2.16)

This equation can be used to determine the effective ROC of our fiber mirror by
measuring the νtrans and the cavity length.
For a short cavity, where L � ROC, we can assume that W (z) ≈ W0 for the entire
length of the cavity, where W0 is the beam waist. For a half symmetric cavity the
beam waist is given by [29]:

W0 =

√
λ

π
(ROCL)1/4 (2.17)

The mode volume is given by integrating 2D Guassian beam times the half length of
the cavity:

V = π
W 2

0
4 L = λ

4
√
ROCL3/2 (2.18)

Notice that this expression is only valid for L� ROC.

All the expressions found above is for a bare cavity with perfect mirrors. When the
cavities get short the electric field penetration into the dielectric mirrors becomes
important. This is the subject of the next section.

2.2.2 Distributed Bragg reflectors

We use distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) as mirrors for our cavity. DBR mirrors
can achieve higher reflectivity than metallic mirrors at the cost of higher mode vol-
ume since the electric field penetrates into the DBR mirrors. DBR mirrors consist of
alternating layers of two dielectric materials, one with high refractive index and one
with low. The layer thickness is often chosen to be a quarter wavelength of the design
wavelength, such that the multiple reflections from the dielectric interface interfere
constructively. We use the transfer matrix method to calculate the power reflection
R, transmission T and losses L of the dielectric layers that constitute the mirrors.

Each layer is described by its refractive index ni and thickness ti. The electric field
inside each layer is the sum of a forward propagating field E+

i and a backward prop-
agating field E−i , see figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: N layers of dielectric materials. Layer i with refractive index ni and
thickness ti. The electric field inside each layer is decomposed into a forward E+ and
a backward E− propagating component. The interfaces are labelled 1 to N − 1.

The propagation of the fields inside the layers is given by the matrix:

Pi =
[
exp(iφi) 0

0 exp(i− φi)

]
, (2.19)

where the phase change is φ = k0nti. The absorption losses are included in the
imaginary part of the refractive in this phase contribution. The relation between
electric amplitudes at interface is given by Mi:[

E+
i

E−i

]
= Mi

[
E+
i+1

E−i+1

]
(2.20)

= 1
ti,i+1

[
1 ri,i+1

−ri+1,i ti,i+1ti+1,i − ri+1,iri,i+1

] [
E+
i+1

E−i+1

]
, (2.21)

where ti,i+1 and ri,i+1 is the standard Fresnel transmissions and reflection coefficients,
respectively. Scattering losses are introduced at the dielectric interface by modifying
the Fresnell coefficients [68, 69]:

r̃i,i+1 = ri,i+1 exp(−2(k0niσi)2) (2.22)
r̃i+1,i = ri+1,i exp(−2(k0ni+1σi)2) (2.23)

t̃i,i+1 = ti,i+1 exp
(
−1

2(k0(ni+1 − ni)σi)2
)

(2.24)

t̃i+1,i = ti+1,i exp
(
−1

2 (k0(ni − ni+1)σi)2
)
, (2.25)

where σi is the surface roughness in root mean square (RMS) at interface i. The
modified Fresnel coefficients are replaced by the standard coefficient in equation 2.21.
The total dielectric stack is a concatenation of each of the basic element matrices:

Mtotal = M1P2M2P3...MN−1PN =
N−1∏
i=1

MiPi+1 (2.26)

The relation between the incoming field and the outer layer is:[
E+

0
E−0

]
= Mtotal

[
E+
N

E−N

]
=
[
M11 M12
M21 M22

] [
E+
N

E−N

]
(2.27)
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From this, we can calculate R, T and L by:

R =
∣∣∣∣M21
M11

∣∣∣∣2 (2.28)

T = nN
n1

∣∣∣∣ 1
M11

∣∣∣∣2 (2.29)

L = 1−R− T (2.30)

We used DBR mirrors with alternating layers of SiO2, with a low refractive index
nl, and Ta2O5, with a high refractive index nh. The thickness ti of each layer is a
quarter wavelength of a target wavelength λt, i.e. ti = λt

4ni for i = l, h. An example
of a transmission curve for a mirror design with a design wavelength of λt = 615 nm
is shown in figure 2.4. Here, we neglect absorption and scattering losses. From figure
2.4 it is seen that very low transmissions, and therefore very high reflectivities, can
be achieved with the DBR mirrors.

450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

Wavelength (nm)
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10−3

10−1

T
ra

n
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is
si

on
T

15 layers

25 layers

Figure 2.4: Transmission curves for DBR mirrors with 15 and 25 layers of SiO2
and Ta2O5 for normal incident light. Each layer has a thickness ti = 615nm

4ni . The
bandwidth of the mirror is mostly determined by the contrast in refractive index of
the dielectric coating materials [66].

The field distribution inside the DBR mirror is shown in figure 2.5. From 2.5, it can
be seen that the field is exponentially decaying inside the mirror. This field penetra-
tion is important for short cavities where a substantial fraction of the mode volume
is in the mirrors. For this high index terminated mirror there is a node at the air
mirror interface, whereas for a low index terminated mirror there will be an antinode
at the interface.
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Figure 2.5: Electric field distribution inside the DBR mirror with 26 layers of Ta2O5
and 25 layers of SiO2. The electric field, with λ = 615 nm, is incident from the the
right and has a node at air interface when the mirror is high index terminated.

2.2.3 Cavity modes with a diamond membrane

When a diamond membrane is introduced inside the cavity it adds an extra, partly
reflective, diamond air interface inside the cavity. It is instructive to first look at
a 1D model with perfect high index terminated mirrors to see how the resonance
condition changes. For a cavity with a diamond membrane thickness of td and an air
gap thickness of L− td the resonance condition is given by [43]:

(1 + nd) sin
(2πνm

c
[L+ td(nd − 1)]

)
= (1− nd) sin

(2πc
λ

[L− td(nd + 1)]
)
, (2.31)

where nd is the refractive index of diamond. The solution for the hybrid cavity reso-
nances are shown in figure 2.6. Resonances with a field distribution only in diamond
and only in air, respectively, are also shown in the figure. The diamond modes are
independent of L since the diamond membrane thickness is fixed. The air modes
are linear as for the bare cavity. Depending on the energy distribution inside the
cavity the hybrid modes are said to be either diamond-like or air-like. For air-like
resonances, a large fraction of the electric field intensity is in the air gap of the cav-
ity and the resonant wavelength is more sensitive to length changes of the air gap.
For diamond-like modes, the field intensity is higher in the diamond membrane than
in the air gap and therefore, the resonant wavelength is not as sensitive to length
changes compared to the air-like mode.

A higher field intensity in the diamond membrane is typically preferable for higher
coupling strength to the color centers in diamond. Only if scattering losses from the
diamond membrane surface become too high, can an air-like mode become preferable
[70].
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Figure 2.6: Resonance models for a hybrid diamond-air cavity (orange) with a dia-
mond thickness td = 860 nm. Resonance models for a bare cavity (black) and for
the diamond membrane (purple) with a fixed length are shown. When the hybrid
mode intersects with the air the hybrid mode is said to be air-like (AL) and when
the hybrid mode intersects with the diamond mode the hybrid mode is said to be
diamond-like (DL).

For short cavities, however, the field penetration into the DBR mirrors becomes crit-
ical in order to calculate the correct mode volume and the coupling strength of the
cavity mode to the GeV centers.
Therefore, we will now describe the two DBR mirrors, Md and Ma, which we used in
our experiments. The Md mirror is low index terminated and is holding a diamond
membrane of thickness td and the Ma mirror is high index terminated, see figure 2.7.

td

ta

Md Ma

Ld La
nd na

L

Figure 2.7: 1 dimensional cavity model for our micro-cavity. The low index termi-
nated mirror holding the diamond Md has the total losses Ld. The other high index
terminated mirror Ma has the total losses La. The total length of the cavity L is the
sum of the diamond thickness td and the air gap ta. nd is the diamond membrane
refractive index and the refractive index of air is na = 1.

For a hybrid cavity, the picture of a photon bouncing back and forth between the two
mirrors is no longer valid, since the photon is sometimes reflected at the diamond air
interface. This means that the definitions of the cavity finesse and the free spectral
range, which are defined from the inverse of the round-trip losses and the inverse
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of the round-trip time, respectively, are not well defined for a hybrid diamond air
cavity. However, the decay rate κ is still well defined as the loss rate per unit time.
To calculate the linewidth ∆ν = κ

2π it is useful to introduce an effective cavity length
Leff and an effective cavity loss Leff per round trip. We use the formalism for these
effective quantities given by Dam, Ruf, and Hanson [70].

The effective length Leff of the hybrid cavity, taken in reference to the speed of light
in diamond c/nd, is therefore a measure of the cavity length if it only consisted of
diamond. The effective length is given by:

Leff =
∫
cav n(z)2 |E(z)|2 dz
n2
d |Emax,d(z)|2 /2

, (2.32)

where Emax,d(z) is the maximum electric field inside the diamond membrane. The
factor of 2 in the denominate is introduced such that Leff is the effective geometrical
length, whereas the effective round-trip length is 2Leff , as for the bare cavity. Notice
that this definition of the effective cavity length includes the field penetration into
the DBR mirrors. The effective length can be calculated using the transfer matrix
method, see section 2.2.2.

The linewidth in frequency can be calculated using the effective length:

∆ν = c/(2Leff)
2π/Leff

, (2.33)

where the effective losses are the losses in an effective round trip:

Leff = Imax,a
Imax,d

La + Ld = La
ζ

+ Ld, (2.34)

where La and Ld are the total losses from each mirror, including transmission T .
The ratio ζ = Imax,d

Imax,a
is the ratio of the maximum intensity in the diamond membrane

Imax,d to the maximum intensity in the air gap Imax,a. The ratio is determined by
the diamond membrane thickness only. ζ can be calculated using the transfer matrix
method. We calculate the electric field distribution for the DBR mirror Md with a
diamond membrane and an air gap on top. We calculate ζ by:

ζ = nd |Emax,d(z)|2

|Emax,a(z)|2
, (2.35)

where Emax,d and Emax,a are the maximum electric field amplitude in the diamond
membrane and air gap, respectively. The calculated results of ζ are shown in figure
2.8. From the figure it is seen that ζ oscillates between maximum nd, for a diamond
like mode, and minimum 1/nd, for an air-like mode. We found a position on the
membrane with thickness td = 860 nm, such that the hybrid cavity mode was almost
fully diamond-like.

From this, we can now determine the linewidth ∆ν in equation 2.33 and therefore also
the cavity decay rate κ = 2π∆ν. Furthermore, we can calculate the escape efficiency
through our out-coupling mirror, which, in our case, is Md:

εflat = Td
Leff

, (2.36)
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Figure 2.8: ζ is the ratio between maximum intensity in the diamond membrane
Imax,d and the maximum intensity in the air gap Imax,a. ζ oscillates between nd and
1/nd depending on whether the cavity mode is diamond-like (DL) or air-like (AL).
The diamond membrane that we use in these experiments is 860 nm, which means
that the cavity mode is diamond-like.

where Td is the transmission of the diamond terminated flat mirror. This is useful
for calculating the overall collection efficiency in our experiment.

Next, we can use the effective length to calculate the mode volume. The mode volume
is given by [71, 72]:

V =
∫
cav |E(r)|2 n(r)2d3r
|Emax,d|2 n2

d

(2.37)

This expression can be simplified to:

= πW 2
0

2

∫
n(z)2 |E(z)|2 dz
|Emax,d|2 n2

d

(2.38)

= πW 2
0

4 Leff , (2.39)

where we have used the two dimensional Gaussian integral for a mode with a constant
mode radius W0, i.e. we have assumed that the cavity length is much shorter than
the ROC. We recognize the similarity with equation 2.18, where the effective length
has taken the place of the geometrical length.

To calculate the beam waist W0 we use the ABCD law for Gaussian beams [66].
The law states that an incident Gaussian beam q1 is transformed through a paraxial
optical system described by A,B,C,D to a transmitted Gaussian beam by the relation:

q2 = Aq1 +B

Cq1 +D
(2.40)
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For the cavity to be stable, the q-parameter should be the same after the beam has
propagated through each element of the cavity. Therefore, we can look for solutions
where q1 = q2 = q:

q = Aq +B

Cq +D
⇒ (2.41)

q = A−D ±
√

(D −A)2 + 4BC
2C (2.42)

For the solutions to be valid they must hold that =(q) > 0, where = is the imaginary
part. By setting up the system’s ABCD matrix for the cavity with the diamond
membrane, the waist can be determined by:

W0 =
√
=(q) λ

nπ , (2.43)

where n is the refractive index. This concludes the cavity characterization and the
next section describes how the GeV center interacts with the cavity mode.

2.3 Cavity quantum electrodynamics
In this section, we will start by introducing the coupling between a two level system
and a single cavity mode in a closed system. Then, we will introduce dissipation in
the system, which naturally introduces a strong and weak coupling regime. Further,
we introduce the important quantities β and Fp for the weak coupling regime. β is
the probability for GeV emission into the cavity mode upon excitation and the Purcell
factor Fp describes the enhancement of the spontaneous emission.
This discussion draws inspiration from the PhD thesis by Roland C. Albrecht [73]
and the PhD thesis by Daniel Riedel [74].

We model the quantum emitter (QE) as a two level system. The two levels are a
ground state |g〉 and an excited state |e〉, which are split by the energy ~ωe. A photon
in the cavity mode has the energy ~ωc. The Hamiltonian describing the system is the
Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian, which, for our system, is given by:

ĤJC = ~ωeĉ†ĉ+ ~ωcâ†â+ ~g
(
ĉ†â+ ĉâ†

)
, (2.44)

where ĉ†, ĉ are the fermionic creation and annihilation operators for the two level
system and â†, â are the bosonic creation and annihilation operators for the cavity
mode. g is the coherent coupling rate between the quantum emitter and the cavity
mode. Here, we have used the rotating wave approximation. The coupling rate is
given by:

g =

√
µ2ω

2~ε0V
=

√
3cλ2γ

8πn3V
, (2.45)

where µ is the dipole moment of the emitter transition and V is the mode volume
of the cavity mode. The last expression is found using equation 2.62. This system
exhibits Rabi oscillations, which are coherent transfer of the energy between the cav-
ity mode and the QE. The eigenstates of the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian are the
dressed states.
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In a real system there is dissipation of energy and dephasing. Therefore, we intro-
duce the density operator ρ and use the master equation formalism to calculate the
time evolution of the system. The quantum emitter dissipates energy at a rate γ
by non-radiative decay channels or by emission of a photon into optical modes other
than the cavity mode. Furthermore, dephasing of the quantum emitter occurs due to
inelastic phonon scattering with a rate γ?. The cavity decay rate κ includes trans-
mission, scattering and absorption losses. Figure 2.9 show the modelled system and
the dissipation processes.

|e〉

|g〉

κ

γ

γ?

g

Figure 2.9: Model of a two level system coupled to a cavity mode with dissipative
channels. The two level system has a decay rate of γ and due to phonon scattering
it exhibits pure dephasing at a rate of γ?. The two level system couples to the cavity
mode at a rate g and photons in the cavity mode leaks out of the cavity at a rate κ.

The time evolution of the system can be described by the Lindblad master equation.
We consider the time evolution for an initial excitation of the QE while the cavity
is in the vacuum state. Using the notion from Grange et al. [75] we can write the
master equation as:

dρ̂
dt = i

~

[
ρ̂, ĤJC,R

]
+ L̂QE + L̂cav + L̂dephasing, (2.46)

where ρ̂ is the reduced density operator of the cavity quantum emitter system:

ρ̂(t) =
[
ρee(t) = 〈ĉ†(t)ĉ(t)〉 ρec(t) = 〈ĉ†(t)â(t)〉
ρce(t) = 〈â†(t)ĉ(t)〉 ρcc(t) = 〈â†(t)â(t)〉

]
(2.47)

The Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian in a rotating frame ĤJC,R and the dissipative
terms are given by:

ĤJC,R =
[
0 g
g δ

]
(2.48)

L̂QE = −γ
[
ρee ρec/2
ρce/2 0

]
(2.49)

L̂cav = −κ
[

0 ρec/2
ρce/2 ρcc

]
(2.50)

L̂dephaing = −γ?
[

0 ρec/2
ρce/2 0

]
, (2.51)
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where the detuning is δ = ωc−ωe. The dynamic of the emitter cavity system is often
divided into two regimes: the strong coupling regime and the weak coupling regime.
The emitter cavity rate is faster than the dissipative rates, i.e. 2g � γ+κ+γ? in the
strong coupling regime. In this regime the system exhibits damped Rabi oscillations.
In the weak coupling regime the dissipation rates are much faster than the emitter
cavity coupling, i.e 2g � γ + κ+ γ?. In the solid state, quantum emitters experience
a high dephasing rate due to phonon interaction. This means that QE emitters in
the solids states coupled to a cavity always will be in the weak coupling regime at
room temperature. This is also the case in our experiment.

2.3.1 Weak coupling regime

In the weak coupling regime the coherent terms can be adiabatic eliminated [75] and
the population of the excited QE ρee and of the excited cavity mode ρcc are then
given by:

dρee
dt = −(γ +R)ρee +Rρcc (2.52)

dρcc
dt = −(κ+R)ρcc +Rρee, (2.53)

where R is the incoherent exchange rate between the cavity and the QE:

R = 4g2

κ+ γ + γ?i

1

1 +
(

2δ
κ+γ+γ?

)2 (2.54)

The efficiency of emission into the cavity mode β can be calculated by:

β = κ

∫
ρcc(t)dt = κR

κR+ γ(κ+R) (2.55)

The weak coupling regime can further be divided into two regimes: the bad cavity
regime and the good cavity regime.

The bad cavity regime

In the bad cavity regime the κ > γ+ γ?. In this regime the Purcell enhancement can
be observed. This can be seen by eliminating the population of the cavity in equation
2.52, since the relaxation of the cavity population is much faster compared to the
other dynamics of the system. This means that the effective decay of the quantum
emitter is:

ρee(t) = exp(−(γ +R)t) (2.56)

Here we can see that the decay rate of the emitter is enhanced compared to in free
space where the emitter decay is γ. We can introduce the Purcell factor Fp as:

ρee(t) = exp
(
−γ

(
1 + R

γ

)
t

)
(2.57)

= exp (−γ (1 + Fp) t) , (2.58)
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where Fp = 4g2

γκ is the limit where κ > γ + γ?.
Alternatively, the Purcell factor can be obtained using Fermi’s golden rule, where
insight into the enhancement of the emission rates can be gained. Fermi’s golden rule
states that the transition rate between two states is:

γ = 2π
~
|M12|2%(ωe), (2.59)

where %(ω) is the optical density of states. M12 is the transition matrix element
M12 = 〈1| d̂ · Êvac |2〉, where Evac is the vacuum field which drives the spontaneous
emission. In free space it can be shown that:

%(ω) = ω2V

π2(c/n)3 (2.60)

M2
12 = µ2

12~ωe
6ε0V

, (2.61)

where µ12 = 〈1| d̂ |2〉 is the dipole moment. Therefore, the free space emission is given
by:

γ = µ2
12ω

3
e

3πε0~(c/n)3 (2.62)

This expression can be compared to the emission rate into a cavity mode. The density
of states for the cavity is given by:

%(ω) = 2Q
πωe

κ2

4(ω − ωc)2 + κ2 ,

where Q is the quality factor of the cavity. The cavity also alters the amplitude of the
vacuum field. We introduce ξ = |µ·E(r0)|

|µ||Emax| to account for angular and spatial overlap
between the emitter at position r0 and the cavity mode. Emax is the maximum field
amplitude in the cavity, i.e. the amplitude at an antinode. ξ = 1 for an emitter
placed in an electric field antinode with a dipole aligned with the cavity electric field.
The transition matrix for the cavity is given by:

M2
12 = ξ2µ

2
12~ωe
2ε0V

(2.63)

Therefore, the emission rate into the cavity mode is given by:

γcav = 2Qµ2
12

~ε0V
ξ2 κ2

4(ωe − ωc)2 + κ2 (2.64)

Now, we can compare the emission of the emitter in free space with the emission into
the cavity mode:

γcav
γ

= 3Q(λ/n)3

4πV ξ2 κ2

4(ωe − ωc)2 + κ2 (2.65)

When the cavity is on resonance with the dipole transition and ξ = 1, we find the
well known expression for the Purcell factor:

Fp = γcav
γ

= 3Q(λ/n)3

4πV (2.66)
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This expression is identical with the one found in equation 2.58. The total emission
in the cavity is the sum of the emission rate into the cavity γcav and the emission rate
into free space γ. The efficiency of emission into the cavity mode β is given by:

β = γcav
γ + γcav

= Fp
1 + Fp

(2.67)

which approaches unity for Fp � 1. The lifetime of the emitter in the cavity ttot is
reduced by a factor 1 + Fp:

τtot
τfree

= γ

γ + γcav
= 1

1 + Fp
, (2.68)

where ttot, γtot is the lifetime and decay rate of the emitter coupled to the cavity
mode and all free space modes. From this, we can see that increasing the Purcell
factor will both increase the total emission rate of the emitter and direct the light
into the cavity. This is typically the regime for low temperature solid state emitters,
however, at room temperature the dephasing rate is typically so high that the emitter
linewidth is much broader than the cavity linewidth. This regime is called the good
cavity regime.

The good cavity regime

In the good cavity regime the linewidth of the emitter is much broader than the
cavity linewidth κ < γ + γ?. In this regime there is no Purcell enhancement since
only a fraction κ

γ+γ? of the emission lies within the linewidth of the cavity. However,
in this regime photons are funneled into the narrow cavity mode [75, 76]. Funneling
means that the cavity effect goes beyond simple filtering of the emission spectrum
and that the cavity effect increases the spectral density. Funneling has already been
shown for NV centers [31, 32]. The good cavity regime is useful for generating highly
indistinguishable photons from a solid state emitter at room temperature.

The emitter cavity exchange rate can be simplified to:

R = 4g2

γ?i

1

1 +
(

2δ
γ?

)2 (2.69)

Solid state emitters typically have one or more transitions where the photon emission
is accompanied by a photon creation. To account for more than one optical transition
we generalize the efficiency of the emission into the cavity mode for n transitions [31]:

β =
∑n
j=1Rj

γ +
∑n
j=1Rj

(2.70)

We can measure β in our experiment by comparing the emission rate in free space
with the emission rate in the cavity. In our free space measurement we have to ac-
count for the fraction of light, which is collected by our objective. Therefore, we have
to determine the dipole emission of the GeV centers, which is the subject of the next
section.
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2.4 Dipole emitters near dielectric interfaces
To estimate the collection efficiency of our experimental setup we want to determine
the directional emission of the GeV center in our (100)-cut diamond membrane. In
this section we use a 2 dimensional model of our system to calculate the radiative
power for a dipole near the dielectric interfaces.

For quantum emitters, where the emitter size (the electron orbitals) is much smaller
than the wavelength of the emitted light, we can use the dipole approximation. It
can be shown that the normalised emission from a classical dipole and the normalised
spontaneous emission from a quantum emitter are the same in an inhomogeneous en-
vironment if the electron orbitals are unchanged by the environment [77]. For a GeV
center in a diamond membrane near a dielectric mirror both conditions are fully valid.

The dipole orientation of the GeV center is at the time of writing unknown. By sym-
metry, we know that the dipole orientation has to be along the [111] axis or in the
(111) plane perpendicular to the [111] axis.
There are four transitions contributing to the ZPL at room temperature. Each ra-
diative transition can have different dipole orientations and rates, which is the case
for SiV [60].

We use the formalism from [78] to calculate the angular emission pattern for a point
dipole near a dielectric interface.
We model a point dipole, which sits at h=125 nm above the diamond-mirror interface.
The diamond thickness is td=1.250 µm at an angle θ to the z-axis, see figure 2.10.
The DBR mirror is made of 50 thin films of alternating SiO2 and Ta2O5. Each layer
has a unique layer thickness, ti. The coating sits on a fused silica substrate.

z
x,y plane

nl
nh

θ

...

nd

na

0.7 NA

t1
t2
ti...

tdh

κ

k

kz

α

Figure 2.10: Structure of light emitting dipole on a bragg mirror. Each layer has a
thickness ti and a refractive index ni. The dipole sits at a height h and is making an
angle θ with the z axis.

The model can be divided into three layers; top layer (+), emitter layer (e) and bottom
layer (-), i.e the air layer, the diamond membrane and the DBR stack, respectively.
The reflection coefficients rTM,TE

+ , rTM,TE
− and transmission coefficients tTM,TE

+ , tTM,TE
−

are calculated, for both the transverse magnetic (TM) and the transverse electric
(TE) polarization and for the top and bottom layer, as a function of the in-plane
wave vector κ. Then, we use the analytical expressions to calculate the power density
K per unit dκ2. The power density is normalized to the emission power in an finite
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medium with refractive index ne:

F =
∫ ∞

0
K(κ)dκ2, (2.71)

where F is the normalized total radiated power. F = 1 if there is no Purcell enhance-
ment.

The power density depends on both the dipole orientation and on the polarization.
For a horizontal dipole, i.e. parallel to the x,y plane, and for TM modes the power
density is given by:

KTM
H = 3

4<
[

κ2

k3
ekz,e

(1 + aTM
+ )(1 + aTM

− )
1− aTM

]
, (2.72)

where ke is the wave vector in the emitter layer, kz,e is the z-component of the wave
vector in the emitter layer and a is the reflection coefficient referenced to the dipole
location:

aTM
− = rTM

− exp(2ikz,ez+) (2.73)
aTM

+ = rTM
+ exp(2ikz,ez−) (2.74)

aTM = aTM
+ aTM

− , (2.75)

where z− = h and z+ = td − h. Any dipole angle θ the power density Ktheta can be
calculated using:

Ktheta = KV cos(θ)2 +KH sin(θ)2 (2.76)

where KV is the power density for an vertical dipole. The power density P per unit
solid angle can be found from the power density K by:

P (α+) = k+ cos(α+)
π

K+,T (k+ sin(α+)) , (2.77)

where α+ is the angle of the wave vector with respect to normal in the top layer, k+
is the wave vector in the top layer and K+,T is the power density transmitted trough
the top layer.

A dipole along the [111] axis in diamond makes an angle of θ = 54.7◦ with the (100)
plane, and this is true for all of the four orientations in the 〈111〉 family. We use two
dipole vectors to span the (111) plane. One dipole vector is horizontal, and the other
dipole vector is at an angle of θ = 35.3◦. Here, we calculate four dipole orientations:
vertical, horizontal, along the [111] axis and at an angle of θ = 35.3◦.

For κ
k0

< 1 the modes are propagating in the z direction and for κ
k0

> 1 the light
is evanescently decaying in the z direction. In these modes the light stays inside
the diamond layer due to total internal reflection. Here, we refer to these modes as
diamond modes, which can be seen in figure 2.11.
In general we find that a large fraction of the emitted light for all dipole orientations
couples into diamond modes. All results are shown in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.11: Power density as a function of κ for four different dipole orientations.

Taking the average of the collection efficiency from the two dipole vectors that span
the (111) plane gives 7.5%, which is the same as for the [111] dipole. 7.5% will be
our best estimation for the collection of emitted light into the objective.

Dipole θ Diamond modes (%) -z dir. (%) Not collected (%) Collected (%)
0◦ 95.9 3.4 0.6 0.0

35.3◦ 86.5 8.4 1.3 3.8
54.7◦ 77.5 13.2 1.9 7.5
90◦ 68.8 17.7 2.5 11.0

Table 2.1: Directional emission of four different dipole orientations. The directions
are divided into four categories; diamond modes, light traveling in the negative z-
direction (and therefore into the mirror), light traveling in the positive z-direction
but not into the objective and light collected by the objective.

Horizontal dipoles give the best collection efficiency into the objective. The NA of
the objective is 0.7, which corresponds to a collection angle of 44◦ in air. Figure 2.12
shows the power density going in the positive z direction. From figure 2.12 we can see
that we have collected the main parts of the emitted light that leaves the diamond in
the upwards direction. Figure 2.13 shows that we are getting a collection efficiency
of 7.5% out of the 9.4% possible with a π/2 NA objective. Figure 2.14 shows the
emission of a horizontal dipole in polar coordinates.
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Figure 2.12: Power density in the positive z direction as a function of α for four
different dipole orientations. All light with an angle smaller than 44◦ is collected by
the objective.
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Figure 2.13: The collection efficiency of a dipole at different orientations in the dia-
mond. All light with an angle smaller than 44◦ is collected by the objective.
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Chapter 3

Experimental techniques

This chapter introduces how the experiment was designed, built and operated.

3.1 Micro-cavity design
Our design goal was to create a stable high finesse micro-cavity that could facilitate
a diamond membrane containing bulk-like emitters and that could function at room
and at cryogenic temperatures. We chose a fiber based Fabry-Pérot cavity as shown
in figure 3.1. Using a fiber mirror, as one of the mirrors of the cavity, allows for
good coupling efficiency between the cavity mode and the fiber mode, since both are
Gaussian modes. Further, the fiber is an excellent waveguide, which makes it easy to
direct the light into a detector. The small footprint of the fiber end-facet (125 µm)
allows for stable and short cavity lengths (small mode volumes of a few λ3) even with
imperfect tip/tilt angle alignment compared to the bulk flat mirror.

Figure 3.1: Fiber based Fabry-Pérot cavity. A bulk mirror is shown in blue on the
left with a diamond membrane in purple. The GeV center is shown as an arrow in
the diamond membrane. A concave fiber mirror is shown on the right.
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The reason for using a bulk flat mirror as the other mirror of the cavity, as opposed
to two fiber mirrors, is that the large surface of the flat mirror allows for easy in-
corporation of the relatively large (∼1×1 mm) diamond membrane. The diamond
membrane was simply bonded to the mirror by van der Waals forces. To have a
stable cavity mode we made one of the mirrors concave. We chose to make the fiber
mirror concave such that our GeV center would be positioned in the focus of the
beam, which optimizes the coupling between the GeV center and the cavity mode.
Our super-polished substrates and fibers were coated, using state of the art coating
technology, which enabled micro-cavities with very high finesse (>100000) [29].

3.2 Fiber mirror fabrication and characterization
The fiber mirror is critical for the performance of the entire experiment. The shape
of the mirror is important for the spatial cavity mode and therefore for the mode
volume. The smoothness of the surface together with the coating quality determine
the achievable finesse.

We used a CO2 laser to make Gaussian shaped ablations on the end-facet of our fibers.
The technique was first reported by the Riegel group [29, 30]. By using short high
power laser pulses we produced concave surfaces on the end-facet of the fibers with
low radius of curvature (ROC) and smooth surfaces. Other techniques have also been
used to make very small ROC mirrors, such as focused ion beam (FIB) milling [28, 73].

The shape of the fiber mirror is characterized by the radius of curvature of the mirror
and the ablation depth, see figure 3.2. The ROC determines the focus of the Gaussian
mode and the ablation depth determines the minimum cavity length.

d

ROC

Figure 3.2: Shape of a Gaussian ablation, black curve. Definition of radius of curva-
ture (ROC), see dashed line, and ablation depth d, see red line.

There is a trade-off between the ablation depth (d) and ROC when using a CO2 laser
to create the concave ablation in fiber glass [30]. If one tries to make a shallow (small
d) ablation the ROC typically becomes larger and vice versa.
We used the bare 630HP fiber from Thorlabs together and our general protocol to
make the fiber mirrors. The steps in the protocol were:

1. Prepare ∼ 40 bare fibers for structuring by stripping and cleaving the fibers.
2. Laser machine concave structures on end-facet of the fibers.
3. Characterize the surface with white light interferometry.
4. Coat fibers with dielectric high reflective (HR) coating.
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Preparation of the fibers

The fibers were prepared by stripping off their protective dual acrylate coating to
avoid contaminating the coating chamber. Initially, we only stripped the tip of the
fiber which was exposed in the chamber. Keeping the protective layer on most of
the fiber made the fiber less fragile and easier to handle. However, the remaining
protection layer of the dual acrylate coating material was melting during the coating
process, which meant that the fibers were sticking together and had to be mechan-
ically pulled apart. This broke many of the fibers and resulted in a low yield of
functional fibers.

To avoid that the fibers melted together we tried to use fibers with a protective
metallic coating. However, the metallic coated fibers were hard to work with, since
they did not relax structurally. The best strategy was to strip the entire acrylate
coated fibers in terms of highest yield and handling. The cleaving was done with a
standard fiber cleaver with a diamond blade. The first contact point of the blade was
often seen on images of the fiber end-facet. During the fiber preparation a lot of care
was taken into maintaining a clean environment.

CO2 laser ablation of the fiber end-facets

Glass has a high absorption coefficient at the emission wavelength (λCO2 = 10.6µm)
of a CO2 laser. Short high intensity laser pulse trains evaporate and melt glass. The
melting of glass gives smooth surfaces well suited for high reflectivity coatings. We
used a Firestar CO2 air-cooled pulsed laser with custom made PID powerlock for
the ablation. The CO2 laser beam was expanded with a telescope before reaching
a focusing lens, which created a tight focus onto the fiber surface. A modified hard
drive was used as a fast shutter to chop the CO2 beam into short (∼ ms) pulses. A
custom microscope was used to position the fibers in the center of the beam.
More advanced protocols have also been used to obtain a smaller ROC, ablation depth
[79] and a smaller mode volume by tapering the fiber tip [34].

Fiber surface characterization

To characterize the shape of the ablation we used a white light interferometer, which
was a fast way to characterize many fibers compared to atomic force microscope
(AFM) measurements. However, the AFM measurement was useful to determine the
RMS surface roughness. For the white light interferometry, a special interferometric
objective (Nikon Objective CF Plan DI 20xA) with an internal reference plane was
used to image the fibers. The images were fitted using a fitting algorithm that extracts
radius of curvature, ablation depth, ellipiticity and offset from the center of the fiber
[80].

Dielectric mirror coating of fibers and bulk flat substrates

Thin film deposition of dielectric materials was used to make high reflective DBR
mirrors. The coating consisted of alternating layers of high refractive index and low
refractive index materials, TA2O5 and SiO2, respectively. The layer thicknesses of
the thin films were determined from design parameters. We designed our flat mirror
coatings to be transmissive for our excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The fiber mir-
ror was highly reflective for 532 nm to prevent high power in the fibers leading to
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unwanted fluorescence [73].

Both the flat and the fiber mirrors were designed to be highly reflective for the color
center emission wavelength. The mirrors can be chosen to be asymmetric by design to
ensure that light is either going through the fiber mirror or the flat mirror depending
on the experiment. The finesse should be chosen such that other cavity losses, e.g.
scattering and absorption losses, do not become the dominating loss channel. If these
losses are too high no photons will escape from the cavity.

Another important consideration is whether the mirror should be low index termi-
nated or high index terminated, i.e. if the last layer of the coating should be TA2O5
or SiO2. The best choice depends on the mode type and on the type of losses in
the cavity [70]. We chose a low index terminated flat mirror such that the diamond
membrane increased the reflectivity of the flat mirror. This also meant that we were
very sensitive to scattering losses at the surface of the diamond membrane, since there
was an electric field antinode at the mirror diamond interface.

The fibers were shipped to a coating company for high reflectivity coating. The fiber
container was first shipped empty for pre-coating and was then loaded with fibers. It
is important that the fibers are clean before the coating run to avoid contamination
of the chamber and to avoid dust particles during the coating. Some of our coating
runs gave a low yield of useful fibers due to contamination of the fibers, see figure
3.3. At DTU, we used Layertec in Germany as a coating company, but so far with
poor results in our coating runs. The reason is still unclear. At McGill University,
they used LaserOptik in Germany and their coating runs matched the expectations.

1µm

10µm

a) b)

Fiber container

Fiber clamp

Figure 3.3: a) Fiber container with coating scraped of near the fibers in the fiber
clamp. b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of a coated fiber that was
contaminated with dust and has lumps. The insert shows one of these lumps.

After the mirror coatings, the fibers and flat mirrors were annealed for 5 hours under
atmospheric conditions at 300◦C to reduce absorbtion and scattering losses in the
coating [81].

Connectorizing fibers

Often, it is very convenient to have a connector at the end of the cavity fiber to
connect to other fibers, fiber coupled phase modulators, fiber coupled avalance photo
diodes (APDs), etc. Initially, we manually connectorized our fibers to fiber coupler
angle physical contact (FC/APC) fiber connectors. This was done by gluing the fiber
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in the ferule with epoxy and afterwards polishing the end-facet for excess glue. The
advantage of this technique is that it does not add any loss in the fiber. The pol-
ishing process requires the moving of a fiber connector with a puck over polishing
paper several times. To do this movement, while protecting the fiber mirror on the
opposite end of the fiber, was challenging. We quickly found out that this process
was impractical with our short (∼20 cm) coated fibers.

Instead, we used a fusion splicer and spliced our cavity fibers to a short commercial
FC/APC connectorized fiber (also known as a pigtail). This method was faster and
more convenient. The typical loss in a splicing was around 0.02 dB. Others have also
found that this method is optimal to minimize reflection from the end-facet [42].

Handling and cleaning of the fibers

The striped fibers were fragile and broke easily. We found out that moving the fibers
in a V-groove fiber clip (Thorlabs -VHM100), by holding on the clip and not the
fiber, made the handling easier. Sometimes, unwanted dust particles contaminated
the fiber mirror. Most of the times we could remove the dust by carefully swiping
lens paper with ethanol across the fiber tip.

3.3 Diamond membrane fabrication
The diamond membrane fabrication was done by our collaborator Erika Janitz from
McGill University, Canada. The diamond membrane should be very thin in order to
obtain a small mode volume. The diamond surface should be ultra smooth to avoid
that scattering losses became our dominant loss channel in the micro-cavity.

The diamond membrane used in the following experiment was made from an < 100 >-
cut electronic grade bulk diamond purchased from Element 6. The diamond was laser
cut into ∼20 µm thick membranes and polished by Diamond Delaware Knifes. A Pi-
ranha solution was used to clean the membranes, which were then transferred on to
sapphire wafer. The thin membranes were bonded via Van der Waals forces on the
wafer. The ∼20 µm membranes were then thinned down to ∼4 µm using a cycled
ArCl2 and O2/Ar dry etch [82–84]. This etching was done to relieve strain at the
surface of the diamond and to smoothen the surface to around 0.3 nm RMS.

The diamond membranes were shipped to Innovion Corp. for Ge implantation in
order to create GeV centers in the diamond membrane. The implantation depth was
chosen such that it coincided with the first antinode of the electric field in the cavity:
λ

2nd ≈ 125 nm, where nd is the refractive index in diamond and λ is the emission
wavelength of the GeV center. The implantation energy was 330 keV and the dose
was 1 · 109 ions/cm2 for the diamond that we used in the micro cavity. The implan-
tation dose and energy were calculated using the SRIM software [85] to ensure an
implantation depth of 125 ± 20 nm of the Ge ions. Triacid cleaning was done using
equal amounts of sulfuric, nitric and perchloric acids to remove any graphitization.
Annealing was done at three different temperatures, which has been shown to improve
conversion efficiency and spectral diffusion [25].

Another triacid cleaning was done before the final etch. The diamond membranes
were flipped and etched on the side without the GeV centers to around ≈ 1µm using
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the same cycling dry etch procedure as described above.

The thin membranes, with very smooth surfaces, bonded strongly to the sapphire
wafer. Boiling piranha was used to unbound the membranes, which were then rinsed
in DI water. One membrane was then transferred to the flat mirror in a water droplet
since it was too fragile to move with tweezers. We looked at the diamond membrane
on the flat mirror in an optical microscope to make sure that the implanted side was
down towards the mirror. Residual water from the droplet was removed by blow
drying with nitrogen.

Examples of fabricated membranes are seen in figure 3.4. The membranes sometimes
appear rough on large millimeter scale. The diameter of the cavity mode in our
experiment was ∼ 3 µm, which means that the roughness of the sample should be
judged on this micrometer scale.

200 µm

Figure 3.4: Diamond membranes on DBRmirrors imaged using an optical microscope.

3.4 Confocal microscopy
To show the change in the GeV center emission when it is coupled to the micro-cavity,
we first investigated the GeV center in free space using a confocal microscope. In this
work, a GeV center in free space means a GeV center outside the cavity, but still
in the diamond membrane on the flat mirror. The design of our home-made confo-
cal microscope was chosen such that minimal changes needed to be performed when
switching back and forth between the cavity setup and the confocal microscope setup.
The confocal mircoscope setup is shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Experimental setup of the confocal microscope, which we used for studying
GeV centers in free space. TLP: tunable long pass, TSP: tunable short pass, DM:
dichoric mirror, APD: avalanche photo diode.

The flat mirror with the diamond membrane was mounted on a custom designed
1/2-inch aluminium mirror mount (jig). The jig and the collection objective were
mounted on 3D piezo stages (Thorlabs NanoMAX 311D/M). The GeV centers were
excited with a 532 nm laser from the backside through the flat mirror. We used a
40x 0.6 NA Olympus (LUCPLFLN 40x) objective with a 2 mm correction collar to
focus the excitation light on the diamond membrane. The collection of the emission
light was done from the front side of the flat mirror using a long working distance
100x 0.7 NA objective from Mitutoyo (Plan Apo NIR HR). We used two tunable
filters (Semrock TLP01-628, TSP01-628) to bandpass filter the emission light and a
532 nm notch filter (Semrock NF01-532U-25) to ensure that none of the excitation
light was going into the detector. We used an achromatic lens with a focal length of
10 mm (Thorlabs AC060-010-A) to focus the emission light down into a single mode
(SM - 630HP) or multimode (MM) fiber. This collection fiber acted as the pinhole
in our confocal microscope. The emission light could both be directed to one or two
APDs (Micron Photon Devies - PD050CTE) or to a spectrometer (Andor SR500i
with a Newton Newton DU970N-FI camera), which enabled us to do both spectral
and photon counting measurements.

We used the modular software package Qudi [86] to control all the hardware: National
Instruments (NI) data acquisition card (PCIe-6323), spectrometer, camera and os-
cilloscope (Keysight DSOX3024T Oscilloscope). Qudi logic modules were developed
to connect to multiple hardwares to enable fully automated measurements. Further-
more, Qudi graphical user interfaces (GUIs) were developed for easy control of the
experiment.

We have both used an SM and an MM fiber in the collection path. More light was
collected with the MM fiber at the expense of resolution, since the fiber functioned
as a pinhole in the confocal microscope and therefore defined the collection volume.
Typical confocal images are shown in figure 3.6. From figure 3.6 it is clear that the
GeV centers are better resolved when using the SM fiber in the collection path com-
pared to using the MM fiber.
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Figure 3.6: Confocal images of the diamond membrane on the flat mirror. a) With
single mode collection fiber and 5 mW of excitation power. b) With multimode
collection fiber and 4 mW of excitation power.

We studied several GeV centers with saturation measurements, lifetime measure-
ments, g(2)-measurements and spectral characterization using the configuration with
the SM fiber in the collection path.

3.4.1 Saturation measurements

A saturation measurement maps out the population of the excitation state of the GeV
center. The measurement was done by changing the excitation power from 0 to 19
mW in 1 mW intervals by using a half wave plate and polarizing beamsplitter. The
saturation measurement was done for the GeV center as well as for the background.
For each excitation power 350 measurement points were taken with an integration
time of 20 ms each. We used the average and one standard deviation as the result.

3.4.2 Dynamical investigations

For lifetime and second order correlation measurements we used a pulsed 532 nm laser
with a repetition rate of 5 MHz. The pulsed laser was co-aligned with the 532 nm
continuous wave (CW) laser and the typical pulsed length was 4-6 ps, which is much
shorter than the GeV excited state lifetime. First, we took a confocal image with the
pulsed laser to make sure that we were still addressing the same GeV center. Often,
the confocal images were shifted ∼1 µm due to different alignment of the pulsed and
CW lasers.

To measure the excited state lifetime, we needed to get a trigger that was synchro-
nized with the excitation of the GeV center. To get an excitation pulse time reference,
we tapped off some of the pulsed excitation light with a beamsplitter and measured
the tapped off light with a photodetector (PD). The signal from the PD was sent to a
fast counter (PicoHarp 300) and was our start signal.The signal from the APD, that
detected the GeV center emission, was our stop signal. The time difference between
the start and the stop signal would be binned into 256 ps intervals and we created
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a histogram with the events. By fitting the histogram the excited state lifetime was
determined.

For our second order correlation measurements the GeV emission was split with a
50:50 beamsplitter and sent to two APDs. The APDs were connected to the Pi-
coHarp, but they had different lengths of electrical cables which introduced a time
offset. The signal from one APD was the start signal and the signal from the other
APD was the stop signal. Again, the time difference was recorded and binned. We
found that it was necessary to use FC/APC fibers in our collection path to avoid re-
flections in the fibers. Reflection in the fibers led to unwanted peaks in our histogram
that were correlated to the fiber length.

3.4.3 Spectral measurements

We used a fiber connected spectrometer with an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD)
camera that was cooled to -75◦C. To calibrate the spectrometer we used an attenuated
narrow linewidth laser with a well known wavelength and we adjusted the fiberport
until the right wavelength was measured. Noise was removed by subtracting a mea-
surement where the input fiberport was blocked. An example of such measurement
is shown in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Spectrum measurement of a GeV center and a background measurement
next to the GeV center in the confocal setup. A sharp Raman peak is seen at 572 nm
and the GeV emission is seen around 603 nm.

These two measurements were taken with five acquisitions of 300 seconds and 19 mW
of green power. We used a 532 nm notch filter to make sure that none of the high
power excitation light was going into the spectrometer. In figure 3.7, the diamond
Raman peak at 572 nm is clearly visible [61, 87] and the GeV center has a clear
spectral peak around ∼ 603 nm.
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3.5 Cavity experiments
The optical experimental setup for our cavity measurements is shown in figure 3.8.
Compared to the confocal setup we have switched the collection objective with the
mirror coated fiber in the cavity setup.

f = 10 mm

spectrometer

APD

532 notch

TSPTLP

Irises

3D piezo stages

0.6 NA DM

602 nm

40
x

white light

Reflection of fiber

cavity fiber

Diamond membrane
637 nm

40
x

532 nm

x,yz

Figure 3.8: Experimental optical setup for the fiber cavity experiments. TLP: tunable
long pass, TSP: tunable short pass, DM: dichoric mirror, APD: avalanche photo diode.
The fiber was scanned in the z-direction to change the cavity length, and the flat
mirror with the diamond membrane was scanned in the x and y direction to position
a GeV center inside the cavity mode.

The fiber was mounted with a fiber V-grooves clip on a NanoMax piezo stage with
a tip tilt stage. We used two USB microscopes, one from the top and one from the
side, to align the tip and tilt angle of the fiber. This was done by placing a ruler
on the computer screen and make sure that the fiber and its reflection lined up, see
figure 3.9. A strain gauge reader was connected to the Nanomax piezo stage to track
the piezo position and to correct for any non-linearity of the piezo.
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Ruler

a) b)

Figure 3.9: A screenshot of the images from two USB microscopes. We used a
mircoscope from the side of the cavity (figure a) and from the top of the cavity
(figure b). We adjusted the angle of the fiber with a tip and tilt stage. A ruler on
the computer screen was used to achieve good alignment.

The GeV emission was not collected through the fiber, as originally intented, since
too much parasitic fluorescence was generated in the fiber at the emission wavelength
of the GeV center [31]. The fiber transmission was ∼0.1% for 532 nm light, which
meant that the cavity fiber would guide up to 10 µW of 532 nm light during our
cavity experiments. Impurities and doping in the fiber were excited by the green
light which generated light at the emission wavelength of the GeV center. Therefore,
the GeV emission light drowned in background. As a results, we chose to collect the
emission light from the flat mirror.

We used a dichroic mirror (DM) to separate the excitation light from the emission
light. Afterwards, the emission light was guided into the same detection path as
we used in the confocal setup. We used three different light sources, which we fiber
coupled such that we could easily connect them to the cavity fiber. A white light
source (NKT SuperK COMPACT) was used to study the cavity modes and align the
detection path. A home-build 602 nm light source was used to measure the finesse at
the emission wavelength of the GeV center. A 637 nm laser (Toptica) was primarily
used for alignment purpose.

Aligning the green excitation laser to the center of the fiber was challenging. The
rough alignment was done by defocusing the objective and looking at the reflected
green light. We used a piece of paper with a hole and placed it in front of the objec-
tive rear aperture to ensure that the green light did not get blocked, see figure 3.10.
We could see the membrane and the fiber from the back reflection of the green light.
Thereby, we kept track of which areas on the membrane we were investigating, i.e if
we were in a bonded region or not. Afterwards, we sent white light trough the cavity
fiber and aligned it to the back reflected green light in the far field. Last step was to
connect the cavity to a power meter and optimize the green power in the fiber while
scanning the fiber.
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Diamond membrane

Fiber

Figure 3.10: Green reflection from the fiber and the diamond membrane. A piece
of paper with a hole in it was used to see the relative position of the fiber to the
membrane. Furthermore, we could keep track of which part of the membrane we
investigated.

When the fiber and the green excitation light were aligned we wanted to find a low loss
area where the diamond membrane surface was smooth. This was done by moving
the flat mirror with the diamond membrane in the x,y direction while scanning the
cavity length and looking at the resonance contrast in reflection using a 637 nm laser
(due to logistical challenges, the 602 nm laser was not available at all times). When
we found an area with high resonance contrast we moved to white light measurements.

3.5.1 White light measurements

White light measurements were carried out to determine the diamond thickness and
the cavity length. We filtered the white light from 600 to 700 nm and sent it through
the cavity fiber and removed the tunable filters. We scanned the fiber while recording
the spectrum. We used an NI card to synchronize the white light measurements. The
NI card sent TTL signals to the spectrometer, read an analog input signal from the
strain gauge reader and send analog output signals to the piezo controllers. All these
signals used the same hardware clock, which allowed for fast measurements. An ex-
ample of a white light measurement is shown in figure 3.11. We fitted the data to our
transfer matrix model and then determined the cavity length and diamond thickness.
It was also clear from such a measurement if the fiber touched the diamond membrane.
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Figure 3.11: Example of a white light measurement. The piezo (pzt) position is read
from a strain gauge. Higher position corresponds to a shorter cavity. At around 10.4
µm the fiber touched the diamond membrane. The nonlinear resonances are due to
the hybrid diamond air cavity.

3.5.2 Cavity linewidth and finesse characterization

Two methods were used to determine the cavity linewidth. We measured the linewidth
in length ∆L and in frequency ∆ν.
We measured ∆L by scanning the cavity length over at least one free spectral range
and recorded the transmission of the cavity with a PD, which was connected to an
oscilloscope. We used the free spectral range λ

2 as a reference length to convert the
time scale on the oscilloscope into a length scale. Then ∆L and the finesse in length
FL = λ

2∆L were determined. This measurement was sensitive to instability of the
cavity length over the measurement time (∼ 1 sec). Therefore, special care was taken
into scanning the fiber at a frequency that did not excite any mechanical modes of
the fiber.

The cavity linewidth in frequency was measured much faster (∼10 µs) and was there-
fore less sensitive to low frequency cavity length fluctuations. A phase modulator
was used to generate sidebands on the laser carrier. We measured the transmission
and scanned the cavity length across a resonance. An example of a linewidth mea-
surement is shown in figure 3.12. The sidebands are resonant at a slightly different
length than the carrier, which creates three peaks in the transmission of the cavity
resonance. Since the modulation frequency νm was known we could use this as a
frequency reference. The linewidth was then determined by comparing the distance
between the carrier to a sideband.
Unfortunately, our phase modulator had a narrow bandwidth and we could only use
it for our 637 nm laser and not for our 602 nm laser.
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Figure 3.12: Example of linewidth in frequency measurement. The 637 nm laser was
modulated with a phase modulator at a modulation frequency νm of 4 GHz which
created two sidebands (SB). The sidebands were used as frequency reference to obtain
the linewidth. The transmission of the cavity was measured while scanning the cavity
length across resonance.

3.5.3 Spectrum of a GeV center in a micro-cavity

To obtain the spectrum of the GeV center inside the cavity we had to scan the cavity
length while recording the spectrum. We used our white light technique as described
above. However, we had to increase the integration time at each cavity length step to
accumulate enough counts. Being more sensitive to cavity length drift, we often ran
these measurements at night, where the cavity drift was minimal. An example of a
spectrum of a GeV center taken with an MM detection fiber is shown in fig 3.13. All
the higher order modes, which the GeV center also couples to, became visible with
the MM detection fiber.
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Figure 3.13: Spectrum from a GeV center coupled to cavity modes. An MM fiber was
used in the detection path, which makes all the higher order cavity modes visible.
The spectrum was recorded while the cavity length was scanned.

3.5.4 3D cavity scans

Since we were collecting the emission signal from the backside of a highly reflective
mirror there would not be an emission signal from the GeV centers unless the cavity
was on resonance with the GeV emission. For NV centers the broad PSB can be
detected for wavelengths outside the bandwidth of the mirror coatings. This is, how-
ever, not possible for the GeV center since the entire emission spectrum lies within
the bandwidth of the mirror coating. Here, we used a 3 dimensional scanning to
detect the GeV center. For each x,y position the cavity length was scanned one free
spectral range. An example of such a length scan is shown in figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Example of cavity length scan with 19 mW of green excitation. The
position is read as an analog signal from a strain gauge reader.
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The integration time for each measurement position was 250 ms and we typically
used a step size of 6 nm. To make sure that we stayed on the same longitudinal mode
number we fitted each length scan to a Gaussian function, and then corrected the
following length scan for any drift and mirror tilt by centering the next length scan
on the center of the previous Gaussian function. There were significant cavity length
drifts during the measurement time, which typically lasted several hours.
The contrast (the maximum-minimum) of length scan is shown as a single pixel in a
3D scan image, see figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: 3D scans of the diamond membrane taken at 19 mW of green excitation
power. Each pixel is the maximum-minimum of a cavity length scan. a) Large scan
over 8 µm x 8 µm. b) Small 3D scan with higher resolution of a single GeV.

The lateral resolution of the 3D scan was given by the excitation mode volume, which
was in contrast to the confocal setup where the lateral resolution was given by the
collection volume. The spot size of the green excitation on the diamond membrane
is given by:

Spot size = 1.22λex
NA ≈ 1µm (3.1)

where λex = 532nm is the excitation wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture
of the objective. The collection volume for the cavity configuration was given by the
cavity mode diameter, which is ∼ 3µm.

3.5.5 Saturation measurements of the GeV center in the micro-
cavity

To measure a saturation curve of a GeV center coupled to a cavity we scanned the
cavity length while exciting the GeV center. For each excitation power the cavity
length was scanned across three resonances. An example of such a measurement is
shown in figure 3.16. The count rates of a resonance corresponds to the dark counts
rates. The integration time for each point was typically 250 ms

The signal was a filtered convolution between the GeV emission and the cavity
linewidth. The filtering was done with the tunable filters. Each mode was fitted
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Figure 3.16: Saturation scan at 14 mW of 532 nm excitation.

with a Gaussian function, which is an approximation of the signal. The amplitude
of the Gaussian function was used as the count rate for the GeV center at the given
power.
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Chapter 4

Cavity-funneled photon emission
from a single GeV center in a
diamond membrane

In this section we will describe the photon emission from a single GeV center. We
studied the same GeV center in a free space experiment and when it was coupled to
a fiber based micro-cavity. By comparing the emission in these two cases we found
that photons were being funneled into the cavity mode and we were able to predict
the Purcell enhancement factor at cryogenic temperature.

First, the mirrors that we used for our micro-cavity are characterized, which is fol-
lowed by a characterisation of the diamond membrane containing the single GeV
centers. A single GeV center in the diamond membrane was studied in a confocal mi-
croscope, which we refer to as the free space experiment. Afterwards, we investigate
the properties of the cavity and the cavity mode. Finally, we study the same emitter
inside the micro-cavity.

The emission from the GeV center is analyzed and compared between the confocal
and the micro-cavity setup to show the observed funneling effect and measure the
coupling efficiency to the cavity mode. From our results, we predict the expected
Purcell enhancement factor for a similar experiment carried out at cryogenic temper-
ature.

4.1 Mirror characterization
We used two dielectric mirrors in the micro-cavity, one concave fiber mirror and one
flat macroscopic mirror. The fibers, that we used for our fiber mirror, were the 630HP
fibers from Thorlabs. The fibers were ablated using the technique described in section
3.2. An interferometric image of the end-facet of the fiber mirror is shown in figure
4.1. This image is fitted with a parabolic fit and we found that the ROC was 38 µm.
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10 µm

Ablation

Cleave deformation

Figure 4.1: White light interferometric image of the fiber mirror. Rings in the center
of the fiber shows the CO2 ablation. The deformation of the fiber in the top right
corner was from the cleaving process.

The other mirror in our cavity was a flat macroscopic mirror. The flat mirror was
made on a 1/2-inch super-polished substrate from Coastline Optics [88]. The sub-
strate was 2 mm thick and had an RMS roughness less than 0.1 nm ensuring low
scattering losses.

The fiber and flat substrate were coated with DBR mirrors by Laseroptik [89]. The
dielectric layer thicknesses of the DBR mirrors have been numerically optimized such
that the two mirrors had the same transmission (70 ppm) for light with a wavelength
of 602 nm. Using the transfer matrix method described in section 2.2.2 we calculated
the transmissions for the fiber and the flat mirror, which is shown in figure 4.2. The
transmission of the flat mirror was calculated with both diamond termination (flatd)
and air termination (flata), which corresponds to the bare cavity and the cavity with
the diamond membrane configurations, respectively. The transmission of the fiber
mirror was only calculated with air termination, because this mirror did not contain
the diamond membrane. The coatings were matched, i.e. the flat and the fiber mir-
rors had the same transmission at the emission wavelength for the GeV center, which
is 602 nm. The coating was also matched for 650 nm, which is useful when working
with the NV center’s PSB emission. Therefore, this coating can be used for both
color centers, if needed. The matched coatings enabled collection of the emission,
which could be done through both the flat and the fiber mirror.
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Figure 4.2: Calculated transmissions of the fiber and the flat mirror. The transmis-
sions of the flat mirror are both shown with air termination flata, and diamond ter-
mination flatd. The fiber mirror and the diamond terminated flat mirror are matched
at the GeV emission wavelength, 602 nm, so the transmission is the same. The figure
shows that the flat mirror is transmissive for the excitation wavelength 532 nm, while
the fiber is reflective at the same wavelength to avoid fluorescence being generated in
the fiber.

The mirror coatings had low absorption and scattering losses. However, for high
finesse cavities these small losses become increasingly important. Here, we estimate
the mirror losses from bare cavity finesse measurements at 637 nm, where the total
losses Ltot of the cavity were determined:

Ltot = 2π
F

(4.1)

We introduce absorption loss in our simulation to match the measured F . Figure 4.3
shows the finesse of a cavity consisting of the fiber mirror and the flat mirror. Two
cavity configurations are shown; one for the flat mirror being diamond terminated and
one for the flat mirror being air terminated. Figure 4.3 also shows two cases for the
total losses Ltot of the cavity; one where the total loss is only the transmission through
the mirrors, Ltot = T and one where the total losses are the transmission through the
mirrors and mirror losses, i.e. scattering and absorption losses Ltot = T + L. Impor-
tantly, when the diamond is introduced in the cavity it changes the power distribution
inside the cavity. The power on each mirror varies depending on the diamond thick-
ness. The effective finesse is therefore not necessarily the values on figure 4.3, which
is assuming that the power on each mirror is the same.
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Figure 4.3: Calculated finesse for the fiber mirror and the flat mirror. For a bare
cavity the flat mirror is air terminated, flata. When the diamond is present in the
cavity the flat mirror is diamond terminated, flatd. The total losses of the cavity,
Ltot, are either shown as only transmission T or as transmission and mirror losses
T + L.

Further losses were also introduced from scattering losses at the surface of the dia-
mond membrane, which is characterized in the following section.

4.2 Diamond membrane characterization
The diamond membrane on the flat mirror is shown in figure 4.4. From figure 4.4 it
can be noticed that the surface of the membrane is very smooth, since it is completely
transparent in some regions. Large parts of the membrane are bonded well to the
mirror, which can be seen by the lack of interference patterns. The position of the
GeV center, which we later investigate in detail, is marked by an arrow in figure 4.4.
Furthermore, there are some unwanted small particles, which are thinly spread over
the sample. These were most likely residuals from the water droplet. The dark con-
tours reveal damage across the sample, which is most likely a results of graphitization
during etching.

Using an AFM, the surface roughness was estimated to be 0.3 nm RMS. Confocal mi-
croscope measurements revealed a density of 0.6 GeV centers/µm2, which means that
we had a conversion efficiency of 6% of the Ge ion into GeV centers with this sam-
ple. The GeV center was studied in free space, which is the subject of the next section.
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200 µm

Unbonded region

GeV

Figure 4.4: Diamond membrane bonded to the flat mirror imaged using an optical mi-
croscope. In some regions the diamond membrane is not bonded, which is seen by an
interference pattern. The GeV center, which we studied in the following experiment,
was in a well bonded region and is marked by an arrow on the image.

4.3 Single GeV centers in free space
We took confocal images of the diamond membrane to identify single GeV centers.
Here, we show a full characterization of a single GeV center. These measurements
were performed to ensure that we studied a single GeV center and as a reference to
the micro-cavity measurements. In the confocal microscope we measured a satura-
tion curve, lifetime, second order correlation function and spectrum from a single
GeV center. These measurements are presented in the next section.

Confocal microscope images

To study the GeV centers in free space we built a confocal microscope, see section 3.4.
A confocal image of the diamond membrane is shown in figure 4.5. After bleaching
the sample, i.e. scanning the sample several times at low speed with high excitation
power (19 mW) of 532 nm light, bright GeV centers appeared. The bleaching was
necessary due to surface contamination of the diamond membrane, which most likely
occured during the water droplet transfer. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) was up
to ≈ 12 for the brightest GeV centers, however, the count rates were relatively low
considering that the GeV centers have an excited state lifetime of ≈ 6 ns. Our collec-
tion efficiency was low, which will be described in detail in section 4.6. Furthermore,
the quantum efficiency is still an open question for GeV centers. For comparison,
GeV centers in nano- and micro- crystalline diamonds the Qquantum efficiency was
measured to 3 ± 1% and a measurement of a single GeV center in a nanophotonic
waveguide yielded a lower bound of quantum efficiency > 40% [65].
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Figure 4.5: Confocal image of the diamond membrane with GeV centers at 19 mW of
532 nm excitation power. The emission signal was filtered in a narrow spectral band
at around 600-605 nm. The white star marks the GeV center that we investigated in
detail.

Saturation measurements

We measured the saturation of the GeV centers to determine the emission count rate
at infinite power, which we used to determine the efficiency of the photon emission
into the cavity mode. Unfortunately, we were unable to saturate some of the emitters.
However we found a single well isolated GeV center with good saturation behavior.
This GeV center is marked with a white star in figure 4.5 and it is the GeV center
which we studied in detail in the rest of this thesis.
The saturation measurement results for the GeV center are shown in figure 4.6 and
fitted with the following saturation function:

I(P ) = I∞
P

P + Psat
+ bbgP + cdc, (4.2)

where I∞ is the count rate at infinite power, Psat is the saturation power, P is the
excitation power, bbg is the proportional factor for the background and cdc is the dark
counts of the APD. The background measurement was fitted to a linear function:

Ibg(P ) = bbgP + cdc, (4.3)

where Ibg is the emission count rate from the backgound.
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Figure 4.6: Saturation measurement for the GeV center and the background next to
the GeV center. The mean and standard deviation of the emission count rate I are
shown. The measurement data was fitted with equation 4.2 and equation 4.3 for the
GeV center and the background, respectively.

The fitting results are shown in table 4.1. The emission count rate I∞ at infinite
power was found to be 4000 cts/s. We use this number to compare with the cavity
count rate in order to show the cavity effect on the emission. Furthermore, we noticed
that the dark counts for both the GeV center and the background were the same, as
expected. The linear background term was twice as big for the GeV center as for the
background, which can be attributed to local variations in background.

I∞ (cts/s) Psat (mW) bbg (cts/(s mW)) cdc (cts/s)
GeV center 4000± 200 3.9± 0.3 88± 8 67± 6
Background - - 36± 1 65± 9

Table 4.1: Fitting results of saturation curve for the GeV center and the background.
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Lifetime measurements

We measured the excited state lifetime of the GeV center. The resulting photon
arrival histogram is shown in figure 4.7. The data was fitted to a single exponential
function:

I = A exp(−t/τ) + C (4.4)

which resulted in a lifetime τ = 6.0± 0.1 ns, as expected.
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Figure 4.7: Lifetime measurement of the excited state of the GeV center.

Second order correlation measurements

To show that we were interrogating a single GeV center we performed second order
correlation measurements to show single photon emission. For this measurement, we
used 19 mW of continuous wave (CW) 532 nm excitation light. Due to low count
rates the measurement time was 60 minutes. The results are shown in figure 4.8. The
results were fitted, including a Poissonian background [90], with the following three
level model:

g2(τ) =
(

1− (1 + a) · e−
|τ |
τ1 + a · e−

|τ |
τ2

)
σ2 + 1− σ2 (4.5)

where σ = S
S+B is the ratio of the signal S to the combined signal and background B.

From the fitting we obtained τ1 = 6.0 ± 0.4 ns, τ2 = 1.19 ± 0.010 ms, a = 2.2 ± 0.4,
and σ2 = 0.75 ± 0.16. At zero delay g2(0) = 0.25 ± 0.16 there was clear antibunch-
ing, which demonstrates that we were studying a single GeV center. The curve was
normalized to 1 in the long time limit, see figure 4.9. Furthermore, there was clear
bunching, which showed that there was a third level with a lifetime of ≈ 1 ms.
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Figure 4.8: Second order correlation on a short time scale. Clear antibunching is
seen, which is evidence of a quantum emitter. Since g(2)(0) < 0.5 we can conclude
that we are collecting light from a single GeV center.
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Figure 4.9: Second order correlation on a long time scale. Clear bunching is seen,
which is evidence of a third level with a long lifetime.
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Spectral measurements

The spectral investigation was done with a spectrometer in order to investigate the
linewidth of the ZPL and PSB. We measured the spectrum from the GeV center and
from the background next to the GeV center. Each spectrum was measured for 5 x
300 seconds with 19 mW of excitation power going into the objective. The excitation
power had local variations due to interference effects in the diamond membrane. To
correct for power variations, we normalized the spectra from the GeV center and the
background so that the integrated power in the diamond Raman peak was the same,
see section 3.4.3. Then, the background was subtracted from the GeV signal to get
the pure signal from the GeV center, which is shown in figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Spectrum from the GeV center in the confocal microscope. The back-
ground subtracted signal (BG subtracted) is shown and fitted with two Lorentzian
functions for the zero phonon line (ZPL) transition and the phonon side band (PSB)
transition.

To fit the data we used the sum of two Lorentzian functions, one for the ZPL and
one for the PSB. Each Lorentizian function is given by:

I(ν) = A
(γ∗/4π)2

(γ∗/4π)2 + (ν − ν0)2 (4.6)

Where I is the count rate as a function of frequency ν, A and γ∗

2π is peak and the
FWHM of the Lorentzian functions, respectively. ν0 is the central frequency of the
transition. The PSB transition (centered around ∼615 nm) corresponds to a local
vibrational mode of the GeV center at 45.2 meV with respect to the ZPL [62]. The
fitting results are shown in table 4.2.

The measured branching ratio εm, i.e. the relative intensity of each transition, was
found to be 13% going into the PSB. This was lower than expected from the litter-
ature. The Huang-Rhys factor for the GeV center is approximately 0.5 [63], which
corresponds to a branching ratio of A = 60% into ZPL [62]. Therefore, we assume
that part of the PSB occured at a higher wavelength and were not collected. To
calculate how much of the PSB that was not collected we divided the emission into
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ZPL PSB
A (a.u.) 1.98±0.01 0.118± 0.008

γ∗/2π (THz) 5.21± 0.05 13.3± 0.2
ν0 (THz) 497.15±0.01 488.4± 0.6
εm (%) 87 13

Table 4.2: Fitting parameters from confocal spectrum.

three branches: A,B,C. A is the branching ratio into the ZPL and B is the measured
part of the PSB. The part of the PSB C that was not collected was determined with
the knowledge:

A

A+B
= εZPL, A+B + C = 1.0 (4.7)

where A is the branching ratio into the ZPL and B is the collected part of the PSB
and εZPL = 0.87. Then C can be determined by:

C = 1−
(

1 + 1− εZPL
εZPL

)
A = 0.31 (4.8)

Therefore, we conclude that 31 % of the phonon side band was not collected since it
occurred at a higher wavelength.

This measurement finalized our characterization of the GeV center in free space.
In the following section we will first characterize the micro-cavity with the diamond
membrane inside and then the single GeV center that was coupling to the cavity mode.

4.4 Micro-cavity with a diamond membrane
This section describes how we found the same GeV center inside the micro-cavity
as we studied in the confocal setup. We studied the cavity modes to obtain the
diamond thickness and the cavity length. A measurement of the finesse in length was
performed to obtain the cavity linewidth in frequency before we moved on to study
a single GeV center.

3D cavity scan

We identified the same GeV center in the cavity setup, as we studied in free space,
by comparing a 3D cavity scan image with a confocal image. The 3D scan image is
shown in figure 4.11.

There was a clear correlation between our confocal scans and the 3D scans, and we
were able to locate the same isolated emitter as we characterized in our free space
configuration. To clearly show this correlation, we overlaid the contour plot of the
confocal image on the 3D scan in figure 4.12. It is seen that some of the GeV cen-
ters do not couple to the cavity, which can be explained by the GeV center sitting
in a node of the cavity field. However, there were strong spatial correlation and we
therefore conclude that we studied the same GeV center as in the confocal microscope.
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Figure 4.11: 3D cavity scan of the diamond membrane at 19 mW of 532 nm excitation
power. The bright spots are GeV centers. The studied GeV center is marked with a
white star on the plot.
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Figure 4.12: a) Confocal image of the diamond membrane with contour lines (4
kcts/s) around the GeV center. b) 3D scan image of the diamond membrane with the
contour lines from the confocal image to show spatial correlation.
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White light measurements

We studied the cavity modes by scanning the fiber while sending white light through
the cavity, see figure 4.13. Due to the diamond membrane the cavity modes have a
wave pattern. The fundamental cavity modes are extracted from the measurement
and then fitted to our 1D transfer matrix model, see section 2.2.2. From the fit the
mode number, cavity length and diamond thickness were determined. We found the
diamond thickness to be 860.4 ±0.4 nm and the shortest mode cavity number m to
be 16. A shorter cavity would cause the fiber mirror to touch the diamond membrane
on flat mirror.
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Figure 4.13: White light measurement of the cavity with the diamond membrane
inside. The pzt position is read with a stain gauge. The higher the position the
shorter the cavity.

Finesse measurements

We measured the finesse F in length of the cavity at the position of the studied GeV
center. This was done by sending 602.5 nm light through the cavity while scanning the
cavity length. The transmission of the cavity was measured by a photodetector and
the result is shown in figure 4.14. The linewidth in length was determined by fitting
the resonances with Lorentzian functions. The finesse, F could then be determined
by:

FL = Lfsr
∆L, (4.9)

where Lfsr is the free spectral range in length and ∆L is the linewidth in length. From
this measurement we found FL = 11000 ± 2000 based on the four cavity resonances
with cavity linewidths of ∆L = 28±4 pm. The linewidth may vary slightly with mode
number size, since the transverse mode size changes, but we found this to be less than
the uncertainty in the measurement. By using the magnitude of the resonance slope
for mode m = 16 around 603 nm the linewidth in frequency can be determined:

∆ν =
∣∣∣∣ dvdL

∣∣∣∣∆L = 1.1± 0.2 GHz, (4.10)
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where we have determined the magnitude of the slope to be 40±2 THz/µm from the
white light measurement.
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Figure 4.14: Linewidth measurement of the cavity. The cavity length was scanned
across four resonances and the linewidth of each resonance was fitted with a
Lorentzian function.

4.5 GeV center coupled to a cavity mode
The measurements in this section were done with a single GeV center inside the
cavity. First we looked at the spectrum from the GeV center inside the micro-cavity.
We then measured the emission rates from the GeV center coupled to the cavity.

Spectral measurements

Beside the spatial correlation, we further confirmed that the emission signal collected
from the cavity was actually from a single GeV center by measuring the spectrum
from the cavity. The diamond membrane was illuminated with 19 mW of 532 nm
light and the cavity length was scanned while measuring the spectrum. The result is
shown in figure 4.15b. We used an optical bandpass filter for 605± 15 nm, which did
not filter the spectrum shown in these plots. The clear window around the resonance
indicates an integration window of 30 nm, which was used for figure 4.15a. Figure
4.15a shows the position integration counts for each wavelength. The raw integrated
signal has oscillations due to noise on the detector and due to instability in the cavity
length. A low count rate means that the integration for each cavity length position
was 10 seconds. Thermal drifts and mechanical instability led to the cavity length
not being scanned linearly. This is seen in the figure around 597 and 609 nm, where
the cavity was moved back. Furthermore, there was a broken pixel near 610 nm,
which has been removed from plot 4.15a. The orange line shows the smoothed inte-
grated counts. This smoothed signal has the shape of the spectrum from a GeV center.
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Figure 4.15: Spectrum from a GeV center coupled to the cavity. 19 mW green
excitation was used while the cavity length was scanned. a) Integrated spectrum
of data (clear window) around the resonances. The orange line shows the smoothed
raw data. b) Thermal drift and mechanical instability led to non-linear scanning of
the cavity length, which is clearly seen around 597 and 609 nm. Further, cosmic rays
and common noise have been removed.

Saturation measurements

A saturation measurement in the cavity was done for three longitudinal cavity modes.
The mode numbers were first determined by measuring and fitting the white light
scan shown in figure 4.13. Afterwards, the count rates for 20 different excitation
powers of 532 nm were measured on the GeV center and on the background near the
GeV center. The emission light was filtered with two tunable filters, which gave a
spectral window in the range of 600-605 nm. A saturation behaviour was observed
for the GeV center, see figure 4.16. The data was fitted with the function given in
equation 4.2 without the dark count term. The dark count was not included in the
fit, since the dark count corresponds to the baseline of the Gaussian fit, see section
3.5.5. The background was fitted to the function in equation 4.3 also without the
dark count term.
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Figure 4.16: Saturation for the GeV center and for the background near the GeV
center were measured for three modes.

The fitting results are shown in table 4.3. The count rates at infinite excitation
power, I∞, were similar for all modes within one standard deviation. The back-
ground counts increased with decreasing mode number. This can be explained by the
cavity linewidth in frequency, which increased with shorter cavity lengths.

I∞ (cts/s) Psat (mW) bbg (cts/(s mW))
GeV center
mode 16 350± 30 2.8± 0.4 27± 2
mode 17 320± 30 2.7± 0.4 21± 1
mode 18 340± 30 2.6± 0.4 18± 2

Background
mode 16 - - 7.1± 0.2
mode 17 - - 6.1± 0.1
mode 18 - - 4.8± 0.2

Table 4.3: Fitting results of the saturation curve for the GeV center and the back-
ground in the cavity.
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4.6 Comparison of GeV emission in and out of the micro-
cavity

In this section we will determine the coupling efficiency β from the GeV center to the
micro-cavity mode and then we will determine the spectral enhancement of the GeV
center in the cavity compared to when the GeV center is out of the cavity..

4.6.1 β-factor

The β-factor and the peak spectral density characterize the coupling of the GeV center
to the micro-cavity at room temperature. The experimentally determined efficiency
of the emission into the cavity mode βexp was measured to [23, 35]:

βexp = I∞cav
I∞free

= 0.22± 0.09% (4.11)

where I∞cav is the intensity into the cavity mode at infinite excitation power and I∞free
is the emission count rate into all modes at infinite excitation power when the GeV
center is in free space. The measured βexp will be compared to a simulated βsim in
section 4.6. We corrected our measured emission count rates for collection efficiency
to the total count rates from the GeV center:

I∞cav =
I∞m,cav
ηcavηcom

= 4.4± 0.9 kcts/s (4.12)

where I∞m,cav is the measured saturating count rate. In free space we also correct the
count rate with the collection efficiency:

I∞free =
I∞m,free
ηconηcom

= 2.0± 0.7 Mcts/s (4.13)

The efficiencies were determined to be ηcon = 0.006 ± 0.002, ηcav = 0.26 ± 0.04 and
ηcom = 0.33 ± 0.02, see section 4.6.3. This I∞free is low for an emitter with a 6 ns
lifetime. The expected count rate for a two level system is up to 170 Mcts/s. If we
assume a quantum efficiency of 3%, we should measure I∞free = 5.3 Mcts/s, which is
not the case. From the g(2) measurement we know that there is a third level that
limiting the emission rate. Other limiting effects could be blinking, which has been
observed at low temperature [17] and charge state switching to a neutral GeV center
has also been suggested [91].

4.6.2 Spectral density of the GeV center emission

At room temperature cavity funneling can be observed as a sign of coupling between
the micro-cavity and the GeV center [31, 75, 76, 92, 93]. Therefore, we calculated the
peak spectral density (PSD) to show this effect. The PSD of the GeV center in the
confocal and in the cavity experiment were measured and compared. We corrected
the measured count rates with the collection efficiency.

First, the peak spectral density was defined as:

PSD = max
ν∈[ν1,ν2]

{SD(ν)} (4.14)
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where ν1, ν2 is the edges of the emission frequencies. The spectral density SD(ν) is
related to the saturated count rate I∞ by:

I∞ =
∫ ν2

ν1
SD(ν)dν (4.15)

We did not measure the SD directly but we know the spectral shape σ(ν), which we
can get from the spectrum measurement, see figure 4.15, for the confocal setup and
from the linewidth ∆ν for the cavity experiment. The spectral shape is related to
the SD by:

σ(ν) = SD(ν)
I∞

(4.16)

where: ∫ ν2

ν1
σ(ν)dν = 1 (4.17)

therefore, the PSD can now be calculated:

PSD = max
ν∈[ν1,ν2]

{σ(ν)}I∞ (4.18)

Now, we start by calculating the PSD of the emission from the GeV center in the
cavity using the expression above. For the cavity experiment the spectral shape is a
Lorentzian function. The maximum of a normalized Lorentzian function is:

max
ν∈[ν1,ν2]

{σ(ν)} = 2
π∆ν (4.19)

From equation 4.12 we know the corrected saturated count rate, and the linewidth
was determined to 1.1± 0.2 GHz, see equation 4.10. With this we can calculate the
PSD for the GeV emission in the cavity:

PSDcav = 2I∞cav
π∆ν = 2500± 700 cts/(s GHz) (4.20)

This PSD can now be compared to the PSD of the emission from the GeV center
when it is in free space.

We start by correcting the saturated count rate by the collection efficiency:

I∞con,corr =
I∞m,free
ηconηcom

= 550± 200 kcts/s (4.21)

we used ηcon = 0.018±0.008 without the spectral filtering correction, see section 4.6.3.
From the spectral measurement in figure 4.10 the spectral shape can be determined.
In our saturation measurement the emission was filtered by the tunable filters from
∼600-605 nm. With this we can calculate the SD which is shown in figure 4.17. With
this we get:

max
ν∈[ν1,ν2]

{σ(ν)} = 0.283 THz−1 (4.22)
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Figure 4.17: Spectral density (SD) from the GeV center in the confocal setup. The
shape of the emission was measured with a spectrometer, see figure 4.6. The emission
in our saturation measurement was filtered by tunable filters (∼600-605 nm), which
is shown by the orange region. The area of the orange region under the SD curve
corresponds to I∞con,corr.

The PSD for the GeV center emission in free space can be determined:

PSDcon = 155± 50 cts/(s GHz) (4.23)

This shows that we measured a spectral enhancement of 16 ± 7 for the GeV center
when it was in the cavity compared to when in was in free space. This spectral
enhancment was expected for a GeV center coupled to a micro-cavity at room tem-
perature.

4.6.3 Collection efficiencies

We corrected the count rates from the GeV center by the collection efficiencies in
both the cavity and in the confocal setup. The cavity and confocal setup share parts
of the same detection path which will be referred to as the common path.

In the confocal setup we modelled the GeV center as a dipole emitter, which was
described in section 2.4. We found that around 7± 2% of the light was emitted into
the objective, where the uncertainty was found using the straggle of the implantation
depth. The implantation depth was 125 ± 20 nm. The transmission of the objec-
tive, at the wavelength of 600 nm, was 0.80 ± 0.01, which was estimated from the
transmission curve given by the manufacturer. Two mirrors guided the collected light
into the common path and we estimated the transmission from the manufacturer’s
specifications.

We estimated the fiber coupling in our detection path, i.e. the overlap between the
collimated dipole emission from back side of the 0.7 NA objective and the Gaussian
mode in the SM detection fiber. This was done by studying the difference in GeV
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center count rates when using an SM and an MM fiber in the detection path. We as-
sume that we fiber coupling efficiency was 1 with the MM mode fiber. We found that
when using the SM fiber the GeV emission rates were 0.40 ± 0.07 of the emission rates
compared to using the MM fiber. Here, we accounted for difference in background as
a result of the larger collection volume with the MM fiber. We are currently working
on 3D dipole simulations to confirm that the dipole emission pattern can explain our
estimated fiber coupling efficiency.

The spectral filtering by the two tunable filters was determined by measuring a flat
background signal from the membrane with the spectrometer while exciting with 532
nm light. We then fitted the spectral window and found the edges of the window to
be 600.36 ±0.4 nm and 605.54 ±0.4 nm. Using the spectral window on the spectrum
measured in figure 4.10, we found that 27% of the emission was collected. This gave
a total collection efficiency of ηcon = 0.9% for the confocal path. An overview of the
efficiencies η, with uncertainties δη, is shown in table 4.4.

optical element η δη

dipole emission 0.07 0.02
objective transmission 0.80 0.01
SM fiber coupling 0.40 0.07

mirrors 0.98 0.01
total w/o spectral filtering 0.022 0.007

spectral filtering 0.27 0.00
total w spectral filtering 0.006 0.002

Table 4.4: Collection efficiency η for confocal detection path with uncertainties δη for
the confocal path.

For the common path the collection efficiencies are given in table 4.5. All the com-
mon efficiencies are taken from the manufacturer’s data. In the common path the
efficiency was found to be ηcom = 33± 1%.

optical element η δη

short pass filter 0.92 0.02
long pass filter 0.92 0.02
532 notch filter 0.97 0.02

fiber lens 1.0 0.01
fiber facets 0.94 0.01

APD telescope 0.98 0.01
APD efficiency 0.45 0.00

total 0.33 0.01

Table 4.5: Collection efficiency, η with uncertainties δη for the detection common
path.

For collection efficiencies in the cavity setup, we first calculated the escape efficiency
through the flat mirror by using the transfer matrix model, described in section 2.2.2,
including all scattering, absorption and transmission losses. We found that 0.29 ±
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0.03 of the cavity losses escape through the flat mirror. The escape efficiency depends
on the mode type. Since we are in the diamond mode, a relative large fraction of the
losses occur on the flat mirror.

The fiber coupling was calculated as the overlap between two gaussian beams. We
measured the beam radius of the fundamental mode after the collection objective
where the beam was collimated. We sent 602.5 nm laser through the fiber mirror and
scanned the cavity and then measured the transverse intensity profile with a CCD
camera. We found the beam radius to be 686±6µm. This beam was focused down into
the fiber with an achromatic lens with f=10 mm, which resulted in a focus diameter
size of 5.6 ± 0.6µm. The collection fiber had a mode field diameter of 4.0 ± 0.5µm.
The mode overlap is then given by [29]:

ε = 4ω2
1ω

2
2(

ω2
1 + ω2

2
)2 = 0.89± 0.09 (4.24)

where ωi is the Gaussian beam radii.

We also collected some light from high order cavity modes, which we were not inter-
ested in since they don’t share the same spatial mode and frequency as light from
the fundamental mode. This light was collected due to misalignment and non perfect
lenses, which lead to a non zero overlap of higher order cavity and the collection
fiber. This effect can be seen from the spectrum, see figure 4.18. By integrating
the fundamental and first order modes, we found that 80% of the light was coming
from the fundamental mode and 20% was in the first order mode. We therefore cor-
rected our count rates with the factor 1.25, since we were over counting. The rest of
the cavity collection efficiencies was determined from the manufacturer’s specification.
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Figure 4.18: Unwanted light from higher order cavity modes were also collected.
The bright resonance is the fundamental Gaussian mode and the purple resonance
is the first higher order transverse mode. This measurement was taken with 532 nm
excitation and the cavity length was scanned across the GeV spectrum.

The total efficiency for the cavity setup was found to ηcav = 0.26 ± 0.04 and all the
efficiencies are shown in 4.6
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optical element η δη

out coupling throgh flat 0.29 0.03
objective trans. 0.91 0.01

mirrors 0.96 0.02
dichroic mirror 0.93 0.00
fiber coupling 0.89 0.09

Higher order modes 1.25 0.08
total 0.26 0.04

Table 4.6: Collection efficiency, η, with uncertainties δη for the cavity detection path.

4.7 Simulations of β and Fp

We compared the measured βexp with simulations. From the theory section 2.3.1 we
found that the coupling efficiency into the cavity mode can be calculated by:

βsim = RPSB +RZPL
γr +RPSB +RZPL

, (4.25)

where RPSB and RZPL are the incoherent coupling rate to the cavity mode from the
PSB and ZPL, respectively. We only consider the radiative part of the excited state
decay rate, since this is the only part which couples to the cavity mode. We split the
total excited state decay rate γ into a radiative part γr and a non-radiative part γnr.
The quantum efficiency is defined as εQE = γr

γ . We have used γ = 1/τ = 2π × 26.5
MHz, where τ is the measured excited state lifetime of 6.0 ns. We used εQE = 0.03
[94], which yielded yr = 2π × 0.8 MHz.

The incoherent cavity coupling rates Ri for PSB and ZPL are given by:

Ri = 4g2
i

κ+ γr + γ?i

1

1 +
(

2δi
κ+γr+γ?i

)2 , (4.26)

where gi = √εig and δi is the detuning of the transition i to the cavity resonance. εi
is the branching ratio of the i transition. For the studied GeV center we found that
εZPL = 0.6 and εPSB = 0.09. The rest of the PSB was assumed to occur at a higher
wavelength and can be neglected. When the cavity is on resonance with the ZPL the
contribution from the PSB is small:

RZPL
RPSB

= εZPLγ
?
PSB

εPSBγ?ZPL

1 +
(

2δPSB
κ+ γr + γ?PSB

)2
 ≈ 50 (4.27)

We therefore neglected the contribution from the PSB:

βsim = RZPL
RZPL + γr

(4.28)

RZPL was determined from the mode volume. The vaccum electric field in the cavity
has been normalized using [74]:

~ω
2 = πW 2

0
2

∫
cav

ε0n(z)2|Evac(z)|2dz, (4.29)
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since the vacuum state has the energy ~ω
2 . From the electric field distribution the

effective length of the cavity was calculated using equation 2.32. For the diamond
thickness of 860 nm, we found that we had an almost fully diamond-like cavity mode,
which can be seen in figure 4.19. We found Leff = 1.75 µm. The cavity beam waist
was calculated using the ABCD matrix for Gaussian beams with a ROC = 38 µm of
the fiber mirror. We found the cavity beam waist to be W0 = 1.53µm. The mode
volume was then determined to be V = 2.7µm3 ≈ 170λ3

n3
d
. A list of all the cavity

parameters is given in table 4.7. The coupling strength can then be determined:

gZPL = √εZPL

√
3cλ2γr
8πn3

dV
= 2π × 162 MHz (4.30)

W0 Leff V Q td ta
1.39 µm 1.75 µm 2.7 µm3 452,000 0.860 µm 2.54 µm

Table 4.7: Cavity parameters for the GeV center in our cavity.
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Figure 4.19: Calculated electric field distribution inside the cavity. For the diamond
thickness of 860 nm the cavity is close to diamond-like.

Now we can calculate the exchange rate RZPL = 2π × 20.3 kHz. See table 4.8 for all
the rates. With this, we finally can calculate the efficiency into the cavity mode:

βsim = 2.5% (4.31)

where we assumed a maximum angular and spatial overlap with the cavity mode, i.e
ξ = 1. This result should be compared to the measured value βexp = 0.22%. The
difference in measured and simulated values can be explained by misalignment of the
dipole with the cavity field, i.e. ξ < 1. We calculated β as a function of the GeV
center position in the diamond membrane for different dipole orientation, see figure
4.20. Here we show the expected position of the GeV center, which was 125± 20nm.
It is seen that β has a strong dependency on both the orientation of the dipole and
the position of the GeV center. The measured βexp was in the low end of the expected
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values. However, the position of the GeV center and the dipole orientation can ex-
plain why we measured a low β value.

γr γ? κ gZPL RZPL
2π × 0.8 MHz 2π × 5.21 THz 2π × 1.1 GHz 2π × 162 MHz 2π × 20.3 kHz

Table 4.8: Cavity QED parameters for the GeV center in our cavity.
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Figure 4.20: Calculated βsim for different positions of the GeV center. Three different
dipole orientations were calculated, where θ is the the dipole angle. An angle θ of
0◦ corresponds to a dipole normal to the (100) diamond surface and an angle of
90◦ corresponds to a dipole parallel with the (100) diamond surface. The cavity
field orientation was assumed to be parallel with the diamond (100)-surface. The
position of the GeV was implanted at a depth of 125± 20 nm. The measured values
of βexp = 0.22± 0.09% is shown in black.

We calculate the expected Purcell enhancement for a cryogenic temperature experi-
ment with the same cavity:

Fp = 3(λ/nd)3

4π2
Q

V
= 200, (4.32)

where we use the quality factor Q = ω
κ . We can calculate the increase in the total

decay rate of the GeV center at cryogenic temperatures:
γtot
γfree

= 1 + ηQEεZPLFp = 4.6, (4.33)

where we have used 0.03 for the quantum efficiency and 0.6 for the branching ratio
into the ZPL εZPL. This modest enhancement is mostly due to the small quantum
efficiency. This can be compared to state of the art experiments for NV centers where
an enhancement of 2 for the total decay rate has been observed [38].
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and outlook

In this work we aimed to couple a single GeV center to an optical micro-cavity at
room temperature to see cavity enhanced emission. We wanted to show the enhanced
emission by comparing the emission from the same GeV center in and out of a micro-
cavity. To quantify the interaction between the GeV center and the optical mode we
measured the β-factor, which is the efficiency of the GeV emission into the cavity
mode.

To achieve the above mentioned goals we built an optical micro-cavity consisting of
one microscopic fiber mirror and one macroscopic flat mirror. This design of the
micro-cavity was chosen such that a 860 nm thin diamond membrane could be incor-
porated in the cavity.

A concave mirror was fabricated on the end-facet of an SM fiber by laser ablation
followed by dielectric coating. We achieved a short ROC of 38 µm, which was critical
for achieving a small mode volume. The macroscopic mirror was also a DBR mir-
ror, and the diamond membrane was bonded to the surface of the macroscopic DBR
mirror. We used an electronic grade diamond, which was implanted with germanium
ions and then thinned down to around ∼1 µm. Low surface roughness of 0.1 nm RMS
at the diamond membrane was obtained.

We characterized the diamond membrane in the confocal microscope and found GeV
centers in the diamond membrane. A single GeV center was characterized in detail
using the confocal microscope, i.e. outside of the cavity. We found the excited state
lifetime of the GeV center to be 6 ns and we found a ∼5 nm broad emission spectrum
around ∼603 nm consistent with the literature. However, we observed modest count
rates from the GeV center and we were unable to saturate many of them. The low
count rates indicated a low quantum efficiency.
We made dipole simulations to calculate how much of the emission we collected and
found that around ∼7% was collected by the microscope objective. Most of the light
was guided in the diamond membrane and escaped at the edges.

A micro-cavity with the diamond membrane was built. Due to the low count rate
from the GeV center a great effort was put into simply collecting a signal from the
diamond membrane and we ended up filtering the signal in a narrow band around
600-605 nm. Unless the micro-cavity were on resonance with the GeV emission we
could not collect any signal due to the high reflective mirrors. Due to fluorescence
from the cavity fiber we had to collect the emission from the backside of the flat
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mirror and not through the cavity.

A technique to take 3D scans was developed, where we scanned the cavity length for
each lateral position. This was done to ensure that we were on resonance with the
GeV emission and therefore could detect a signal. With these 3D scans we were able
to find the same GeV center that we characterized out of the cavity.

We determined the cavity linewidth to 1.1 GHz at the position of the GeV center.
Then, we characterized the emission spectrum and the emission rates from the GeV
center in the micro-cavity. The GeV emission count rates was corrected by the col-
lection efficiencies and compared to the emission rate out of the cavity. We found a
spectral enhancement of 16, which clearly demonstrates coupling to the cavity. Fur-
thermore, we measured the coupling efficiency to the cavity βexp = 0.22, which was a
bit lower than what we expected from the cavity parameter but this can be explained
by sub-optimal angular and spatial overlap between the cavity mode and the GeV
center.

We determined the expected Purcell enhancement to be 200 for the ZPL for future
cryogenic experiments with a similar cavity. With a quantum efficiency of 3% we
expect an overall change in spontaneous emission rate of 4.6, which is more than
the current state of the art for NV centers where an overall change in spontaneous
emission rate of 2 has been observed.
Going to cryogenic temperatures is necessary for achieving an efficient spin-photon
interface. The work presented in this thesis provides insight and techniques that are
useful for future micro-cavities experiments at cryogenic temperatures.
In this work we experimentally demonstrated the coupling of a single GeV center in a
diamond membrane to a fiber-based optical micro-cavity at room temperature. This
is the first demonstration of a single color center in a diamond membrane coupled to
a fiber-based micro-cavity. It is also the first demonstration of a single GeV center
coupled to a micro-cavity.

As a part of the efforts from the Center for Macroscopic Quantum States (bigQ)
this work has taken important steps towards the aim of understanding and building
quantum technologies with macroscopic quantum states.
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